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Statistical Methods for Mobile Health and Genomics Data

Abstract

A common goal in statistical analyses is to differentiate signal from noise. This problem is ubiquitous

to many fields, including mobile health (mHealth) and genomics, both of which have garnered

tremendous interest in recent years as advancements in technology continue to make them even

more prominent for studying human health. While this challenge of detecting signal is universal,

the solutions to it are not. Different research applications introduce their own idiosyncrasies that

can make existing approaches for signal detection insufficient for that specific context. In this

dissertation, we present approaches for signal detection for three different problems in mHealth

and genomics.

In Chapter 1, we study mHealth data, which are often collected through wearable devices, such

as watches and other fitness trackers. The devices record and process data using algorithms that are

subject to updates and glitches, which device manufacturers often do not publicize. As a result,

devices can suddenly change how data are collected and reported over time. A researcher using

mHealth data needs to be able to detect these changes in order to adjust for them. We propose

Automated Selection of Changepoints using Empirical P-values and Trimming (ASCEPT) as an

approach for objectively identifying where these changes occur. ASCEPT relies uponMonte Carlo

simulations and regression models to accurately identify these algorithmic changes. We compare

ASCEPT to an existing method on both simulated and real mHealth data.

In Chapter 2, we look at chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) data, which

reflect where proteins bind to a genome. Researchers often compare individuals from different
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experimental groups or biological conditions to detect regions of the genome in which there is

differential binding (DB). DB in particular regions may then be associated with different health

outcomes between the two groups, in turn helping the researcher understand risk factors or mechanisms

contributing to a particular disease. However, popular methods for detecting DB often do not

fully account for autocorrelation within samples, biological variability across samples, or selection

procedures used to find regions of interest. As a result, they often report inappropriate inference

regarding the significance of DB regions. We present a permutation test pipeline for finding DB

sites on a genome while accounting for autocorrelation, biological variability, and the selection

procedure in order to provide accurate inference. We compare this pipeline to two popular methods

on both real and simulated data.

In Chapter 3, we continue studying genomics data, but this time focus on ribonucleic acid

sequencing (RNA-seq) data, which reflect gene expression. Researchers commonly use RNA-seq

data to study gene co-expression, or how the expression of different genes are correlated with one

another. One can use the co-expression between genes to construct networks to better understand

gene regulation or biological mechanisms, often with the hope of learning more about the drivers

of certain health outcomes. However, not all co-expressions in RNA-seq are genuine. Technical

issues with sequencing and normalization procedures that researchers performmay introduce

spurious signals. We present evidence that this problem arises for different genes in real RNA-seq

data and that the characteristics of these false signals can vary depending both on the normalization

procedure used and the tissue in which the expression occurs. We present different metrics for

characterizing the presence of these spurious correlations and permutation tests for assessing their

statistical significance.

While we present three different research problems, they are all manifestations of the same core

challenge. Whether we detect algorithmic changes in mHealth data over time, regions on the genome

that contain DB, or spurious correlations among genes, the same underlying challenge of differentiating
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true signal from noise comes up. Additionally, while the solution to each instance is unique, we find

that computational techniques, like Monte Carlo simulations and permutation tests, are particularly

helpful tools in each scenario. Thus, while both the specific type of signal detection and its solution

will depend on the underlying research context, there are commonalities among signal detection

problems that can be helpful for understanding and addressing them.
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1
Automated Selection of Changepoints

using Empirical P-values and Trimming

(ASCEPT)

Abstract
One challenge that arises when analyzing mobile health (mHealth) data is that updates

to the proprietary algorithms that process these data can change apparent patterns.

Since the timings of these updates are not publicized, an analytic approach is necessary

to determine whether changes in mHealth data are due to lifestyle behaviors or

algorithmic updates. Existing methods for identifying changepoints do not consider

multiple types of changepoints, may require pre-specifying the number of changepoints,

and often involve non-intuitive parameters. We propose a novel approach, Automated

Selection of Changepoints using Empirical P-values and Trimming (ASCEPT), to

select an optimal set of changepoints in mHealth data. ASCEPT involves two stages:

(1) identification of a statistically significant set of changepoints from sequential
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iterations of a changepoint detection algorithm; and (2) trimming changepoints

within linear and seasonal trends. ASCEPT is available at https://github.com/

matthewquinn1/changepointSelect. We demonstrate ASCEPT’s utility using real-world

mHealth data collected through the Precision VISSTA study. We also demonstrate

that ASCEPT outperforms a comparable method, Circular Binary Segmentation

(CBS), and illustrate the impact when adjusting for changepoints in downstream

analysis. ASCEPT’s only required parameters are a significance level and goodness-of-fit

threshold, offering a more intuitive option compared to other methods. ASCEPT

provides an approachable and useful way to identify which changepoints in mHealth

data are likely the result of updates to the underlying algorithms that process the data.

1.1 Introduction

Recently, mobile health (mHealth) has taken on a growing importance in medicine and public

health, among other fields [48, 74, 41]. mHealth devices, such as Fitbit smartwatches, often produce

time series data by recording variables, like heart rate and number of steps, at regular intervals (e.g.,

hourly or daily). Studying these data can bring important insights into how health changes over

time. For instance, an individual might greatly reduce their daily number of steps after an injury.

This type of event is associated with a “changepoint,” a time at which the distribution of data

changes, and typically corresponds to a change in the mean of the data or a “mean-shift.” However,

in addition to changepoints due to lifestyle or behavioral changes, wearable devices also have both

planned software or hardware updates and unexpected technical issues that can impact data collection

and reporting. These can introduce “technological changepoints” to the data, which can be difficult

to distinguish from behaviorally driven changes, obscuring patterns of interest. Therefore, it is

necessary to identify and correct for these technological changepoints before proceeding with
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downstream analysis.

Unfortunately, mHealth device manufacturers often do not publicize the timing of planned

updates and identified technological issues. Although an investigator could potentially monitor

a manufacturer’s release notes to determine when updates are pushed or manually inspect the

mHealth data to find potential technological changepoints, these approaches are neither scalable

nor practical, and are especially challenging when studies utilize multiple types of devices. Even a

single manufacturer may not push updates to all devices simultaneously, or they may require users

to first update an associated smartphone app. Thus, manufacturer updates sometimes do not even

coincide with a single timepoint across users.

There are several existing approaches that detect changepoints in time series by solving an optimization

problem [80], including Pruned Exact Linear Time (PELT) [45]. Using PELT generally entails

specifying an optimization penalty when detecting multiple changepoints, which is difficult to do in

practice. Changepoints for a Range of PenaltieS (CROPS) [34] allows one to efficiently run PELT

under various penalties, but does not select a final or optimal set of changepoints. Thus, instead

of proposing another method for changepoint “detection,” we developed Automated Selection

of Changepoints using Empirical P-values and Trimming (ASCEPT) to identify changepoints

in mHealth data through changepoint “selection.” ASCEPT performs multiple runs of PELT,

considering iteratively larger sets of changepoints until the selected set would no longer offer a

statistically significant improvement over the prior set. Next, ASCEPT removes changepoints

that are likely to be associated with lifestyle or behavioral changes rather than technological issues,

ultimately yielding a single optimal set of changepoints. It is worth noting that ASCEPT also shares

similarities with Circular Binary Segmentation (CBS) [61], which performs “pruning” to identify a

subset of statistically significant changepoints. However, CBS does not consider features common

to mHealth data, such as seasonal patterns. For a more detailed review of changepoint detection,

please refer to Appendix A.1.
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In this study, we evaluate ASCEPT on both simulated data and Fitbit data collected by the

Precision VISSTA study [18] to determine whether the method appropriately identifies changepoints.

We compare the performance of ASCEPT to that of CBS [61] to examine whether ASCEPT provides

better changepoint selection under comparable settings. Lastly, we perform a correction procedure

to determine whether differences between the procedures have an impact when adjusting the mHealth

data for the identified changepoints.

1.2 Materials andMethods

1.2.1 Data

1.2.1.1 Precision VISSTAData

We evaluated the performance of ASCEPT on mHealth data from the Precision VISSTA study

[18]. This data set included adults in the United States who had inflammatory bowel diseases and

were part of the parent Internet cohort study. Users participated in a survey and could donate their

personal wearable device data towards research, meaning that the study followed a bring-your-own-device

model. Thus, the data set contained a number of different manufacturers and device types. Due to

their prevalence in the cohort, we chose to focus on individuals who used a heart rate (HR) Fitbit

device introduced in 2016-2019 (i.e., the Alta HR, Blaze, Charge 2, Charge 3, Inspire HR, Ionic,

Versa, or Versa 2), multiple Fitbit devices over time, or an unknown Fitbit device (e.g., a Fitbit app).

This subset of the data included 203,351 observations on 298 individuals recorded betweenMay 15,

2015 and October 27, 2019.

These data included seven activity variables (steps, distance, floors, elevation, calories, and time

active) and five sleep variables (total sleep, deep sleep, light sleep, REM sleep, time awake at night,

and times woken). The median number of users contributing data on a given day ranged from 50

for REM, to 93-95 for the other sleep variables, to 131 for the activity variables. We excluded floors
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and elevation as their values largely stayed within narrow ranges near zero over the study period. We

also excluded REM sleep due to a lack of any data betweenMay 20, 2016 andMarch 26, 2017.

To help identify population-level changepoints, we focused on studying the daily median value

of each variable across users. Figure 1.1a shows the daily median amount of deep sleep, which

experienced an abrupt shift around July 2017. While it is possible that a single individual could

have suddenly experienced large changes in deep sleep due to various life events, like an injury or the

birth of a child, it is unlikely that the median deep sleep across many users truly decreased by 5-6

hours after July 19, 2017, only for it to later rebound multiple times. Instead, these shifts were more

likely attributable to changes in how Fitbit’s algorithms calculated deep sleep. Thus, it is critical

to identify and control for these technological changepoints in order to correctly describe human

behavioral changes relevant to health and disease.

1.2.1.2 Simulated Data

Shifts and patterns that appeared in the real data were often not defined well enough to serve as

gold standards. For example, there appeared to be seasonality in the deep sleep data prior to July 19,

2017, but it was inconsistent (Figure 1.1a). Likewise, it was challenging to determine whether some

points betweenMay 15, 2015 andMay 15, 2016 constituted behaviorally driven or technological

changepoints because only 7 to 54 unique users contributed data during this time. Therefore, large

behaviorally driven fluctuations were more likely during this period compared to later, when up to

160 unique users contributed sleep observations (Supplementary Figure A.1).

Due to these limitations, we first evaluated ASCEPT using a simulated time series containing

800 observations (Figure 1.1b). This data set had sudden mean-shift changepoints at indices 49, 60,

600, 699, and 700, an increasing linear trend between indices 201 and 400 inclusive, and a seasonal

pattern between indices 401 and 600 inclusive.
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Initial series

Final set of
changepoints
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(a) (b)

(c)

mHealth Data ASCEPT

Trim changepoint most
evident to be in a linear

trend or seasonal pattern 

Figure 1.1: The ASCEPT workflow. (a) The daily median deep sleep from the Precision VISSTA study. (b)
ASCEPT broken down by stage and applied to simulated data. The first row shows the original simulated
time series. The second row shows significant changepoints being iteratively identified. The third row shows

changepoints within linear and seasonal trends being iteratively trimmed. The fourth row shows the
simulated time series with the final set of identified changepoints. (c) The same results as B but for the deep

sleep data.
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1.2.2 Stage 1: Changepoint Selection using Empirical P-values

The first stage of ASCEPT incrementally includes more mean-shift changepoints detected by PELT

[45] until the newly proposed changepoints do not offer a statistically significant improvement in

goodness-of-fit.

First, we let a changepoint at position j indicate that the time series’ distribution changes between

j and j + 1. Tk denotes the set of changepoints detected by step k, where T0 = ∅, such that the

procedure starts with no identified changepoints. This corresponds with imposing a large optimization

penalty with PELT. From step k, CROPS [34] decreases the optimization penalty associated with

PELT to find the next set of changepoints, denoted as T ∗
k+1. Tk will normally, but not necessarily, be

a subset of T ∗
k+1. Figures 1.2a and 1.2b depict a scenario in which we have detected changepoints

Tk = {305, 600} and are evaluating T ∗
k+1 = {49, 60, 305, 600} as providing a significant

improvement.

To assess whether or not T ∗
k+1 offers a significant improvement in goodness-of-fit, we must both

choose a goodness-of-fit measure and assess its null distribution. For goodness-of-fit, we use the

log-likelihood of normally distributed data. More specifically, between any two changepoints, or

between a changepoint and the start or end of the series, the observations form a “segment.” We

assume that all observations are independent and normally distributed, but that those within the

same segment are also identically distributed. This assumption largely follows the implementation

of PELT in R’s “changepoint” package [44].

We next assess the null hypothesis that Tk represents all of the true mean-shift changepoints in

the time series. We do this is a manner that does not rely on asymptotic results, since mHealth time

series can contain very small segments. We first generate a time series under the null by randomly

drawing from normal distributions with the same means and standard deviations as the corresponding

segments in the observed data. For example, Figure 1.2a shows the simulated data split into three
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segments by two changepoints at indices 305 and 600. Figure 1.2c illustrates a corresponding random

sampling from the normal distributions that best fit each of these three segments. We record the

log-likelihood for this random time series using the Tk changepoints. We then impose the changepoints

in T ∗
k+1 onto this random time series and calculate the corresponding log-likelihood, as depicted in

Figure 1.2d. Finally, we record the change in the log-likelihood under the null, comparing T ∗
k+1 with

Tk.

We repeat this processN times in order to calculate an empirical p-value for the observed change

in the log-likelihood. If the observed change is statistically significant at the chosen level, α, then

we reject the null that Tk represents all the true mean-shift changepoints for the time series, and

instead select T ∗
k+1 as the current set of changepoints, Tk+1. Figure 1.1b shows how the procedure

continues, comparing Tk+1 to T ∗
k+2 and so forth, until we obtain a statistically insignificant result.

This hypothesis testing process is a “fixed-sequence” procedure and controls the family-wise error

rate at the chosen significance level, α [55].
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Figure 1.2: The process for assessing the significance of new changepoints in ASCEPT. (a) The simulated
data with initial changepoints Tk = {305, 600}. The log-likelihood, assuming independent and identically

distributed observations within-segment, is−3727.3. (b) The simulated data set with the next set of
changepoints T ∗

k+1 = {49, 60, 305, 600}. The log-likelihood is−3512.3, thus the observed change in the
log-likelihood is 215.0. (c) AMonte Carlo sample with the initial changepoints at {305, 600} shown. The
observations in each segment are randomly drawn from a normal with a mean and standard deviation equal
to that for the corresponding segment in subfigure a. The log-likelihood is−3746.6. (d) The sameMonte

Carlo sample from subfigure c, but now with the next set of changepoints at {49, 60, 305, 600} shown. The
log-likelihood is−3745.0. The change in the log-likelihood for this Monte Carlo sample under the null is
therefore 1.6. The process in subfigures c and d is repeated a large number of times to generate an empirical

null distribution for the change in the log-likelihood. In all plots, the segments between the identified
changepoints are numbered.
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1.2.3 Stage 2: Trimming Changepoints within Linear or Seasonal Trends

Stage 1 identifies changepoints that include both technological changepoints, such as those associated

with manufacturer updates, and changepoints from behaviorally driven patterns. In order to distinguish

the former from the latter we note that, while software updates are likely to induce sudden mean-shifts

in population-level mHealth data, behaviorally driven changes are more likely to be associated with

linear or seasonal trends (see, for example, Figure 1.1a). For instance, individuals may walk more

during the summer than the winter, or at the end of an exercise program compared to at the start.

These trends technically contain a mean-shift at each point, but since these are all part of the same

behaviorally driven pattern, ASCEPT aims to identify and remove them; for convenience we refer

to these as “nuisance changepoints.” In contrast, ASCEPT retains “relevant changepoints” that

correspond with a sudden mean-shift, or that are at the start or end of a linear or seasonal trend

(Figure 1.1c). We refer to ASCEPT’s process of removing nuisance changepoints as “trimming.”

Although it is the same principle as “pruning” used by methods such as CBS [61], we avoid the term

“prune” because PELT also uses “prune” to describe part of its optimization process [45].

We illustrate ASCEPT’s trimming process in Figure 1.3. Figure 1.3a shows a set of changepoints

identified by Stage 1. For every changepoint, we perform two types of model fits. We first fit piecewise

linear and harmonic regressions on each of the two segments located to either side of the changepoint.

We then fit linear and harmonic regressions across the two segments, ignoring the changepoint.

To fit the linear models, we regress the values in a segment against their indices. For harmonic

regressions, we first estimate a segment’s period using the frequency associated with the peak of the

periodogram and then fit the harmonic regression with a linear model based on this estimate. For

each type of model fit, we calculate the root mean square error (RMSE). For relevant changepoints,

the piecewise fits should greatly outperform the cross-segment fits. However, for nuisance changepoints

that are part of an ongoing linear or seasonal trend, the best cross-segment and piecewise fits should

10



perform similarly.

To illustrate this, Figure 1.3b shows a sudden mean-shift at index 60. Here, the best piecewise fit

outperforms the best cross-segment fit by nearly a factor of three, suggesting that this is a relevant

changepoint. In contrast, Figure 1.3c shows a nuisance changepoint that is within a linear trend.

In this case, a linear regression across both segments performs only marginally worse than the best

piecewise fit to the segments. Similarly, Figure 1.3d shows a changepoint within a seasonal pattern.

In that example, the cross-segment harmonic regression performs only marginally worse than the

best piecewise fit.

ASCEPT preforms this process of fitting piecewise and cross-segment models for every changepoint

identified in Stage 1. For each changepoint, we record the ratio of the RMSE for the best cross-segment

fit to the RMSE for the best piecewise fit. The changepoint that corresponds to the smallest ratio is

then removed if it falls below a chosen “trimming threshold.” This process repeats for the remaining

changepoints until no ratio falls below the threshold, as depicted in Figure 1.1b.

1.2.4 Segment Correction

We used changepoints identified by ASCEPT and CBS to fit constant, linear, and harmonic regressions

to the corresponding segments. We declared a linear or harmonic regression to be the best fit to

a segment if the ratio of the constant fit’s RMSE to the best corresponding linear or harmonic

regression’s RMSE was greater than a given “fitting threshold.” In these cases, we de-trended or

de-seasonalized those segments. We then shifted and scaled all segments to match the location and

scale of a chosen reference segment. The location was defined as the mean of the reference segment

before any correction was performed and the scale was defined as the residual standard error for the

best fitting model on that segment.
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Figure 1.3: The trimming process in ASCEPT. (a) The simulated data with an initial set of changepoints.
For illustrative purposes, only a subset of the changepoints found after running the first stage of ASCEPT is
shown. (b) Assessing the changepoint between segments 2 and 3, a relevant changepoint. The cross-segment
fits are more than 3 times worse than the best piecewise fit. (c) Assessing the changepoint between segments 4
and 5, a nuisance changepoint due to a linear trend. The cross-segment linear fit is only about 3% worse than
the best piecewise fit. (d) Assessing the changepoint between segments 8 and 9, a nuisance changepoint due

to seasonality. The cross-segment harmonic fit is only about 9% worse than the best piecewise fit.
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1.2.5 Parameters

For all main text analyses, we ran Stage 1 of ASCEPT using a significance level of α = 0.01 and

N = 10, 000Monte Carlo simulations. We ran Stage 2 using a trimming threshold of 1.2, such

that changepoints whose best cross-segment fit had an RMSE within 20% of the best piecewise fit

were subject to removal. Supplementary Figure A.2 shows results from running ASCEPT on the

simulated data using various trimming threshold values.

We ran CBS, as implemented in R’s “DNAcopy” package [72], using a significance level of α =

0.01 and 10,000 permutations. We set CBS’s pruning threshold to 0.5; this yielded comparable

results to ASCEPT’s 1.2 trimming threshold in terms of the number of changepoints identified per

time series.

For segment correction, we used a fitting threshold of 1.75. We shifted and scaled with respect to

the seasonal segment, as captured by either ASCEPT or CBS, as the reference.

1.2.6 R Package

ASCEPT is implemented in “changepointSelect,” an R package hosted on GitHub at https://

github.com/matthewquinn1/changepointSelect.

1.3 Results

1.3.1 ASCEPT on the Simulated Data

When we first applied ASCEPT to simulated data, we found that Stage 1 detected relevant changepoints

at indices 49, 60, 225, 400, 600, 699, and 700, as well as many nuisance changepoints that were

subsequently trimmed in Stage 2 (Figure 1.4a). These results indicated that immediately after

indices 49, 60, 225, 400, 600, 699, and 700, the simulated data experienced a statistically significant
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Figure 1.4: Overall results from applying ASCEPT to (a) the simulated data, as well as mHealth data from
the Precisions VISSTA study measuring (b) median deep sleep, (c) median light sleep, and (d) median total

sleep.
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mean-shift that was not attributable to an ongoing linear or seasonal trend. Among the relevant

changepoints, five corresponded to sudden mean-shifts, while the other two segmented off the

linear and seasonal trends.

1.3.2 ASCEPT on the Precision VISSTAmHealthData

Next, we applied ASCEPT to mHealth data from the Precision VISSTA study. Figures 1.4b and

1.4c show the results for deep and light sleep. We observed similar results for these variables, which

was expected because both contribute to total sleep. For deep sleep, ASCEPT identified changepoints

on July 19, 2017, September 1, 2017, September 6, 2017, February 14, 2018, and February 15,

2018. For light sleep, it identified changepoints on July 19, 2017, August 9, 2017, August 31,

2017, September 6, 2017, February 14, 2018, and February 15, 2018. Based on this analysis, we

hypothesize that Fitbit changed how it calculated sleep stage information immediately after these

dates, impacting the relationship between deep and light sleep.

We further assessed these changepoints by cross-referencing with online information and found

that some of the identified changepoints corresponded to known firmware updates and glitches.

Alta HR received firmware update 26.62.6 between August 1, 2017 and August 10, 2017 [4],

corresponding to the August 9, 2017 changepoint for light sleep. Likewise, Fitbit modified its

calculation of sleep by introducing “Sleep Stages,” starting onMarch 6, 2017 [47]. Users reported

glitches with Sleep Stages from within a week of the release through July 24, 2017 for Alta HR,

Blaze, and Charge 2 devices [5], encompassing the changepoint on July 19, 2017. Users again

reported glitches for Blaze devices between September 3, 2017 and September 7, 2017 [6], corresponding

to the September 6, 2017 changepoint.

Next, we used the daily median total sleep as a negative control (Figure 1.4d). While there were

some large fluctuations in median total sleep during 2015, this variance was likely because relatively

few individuals (as few as seven; see Supplementary Figure A.1) contributed data on any given day.
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Accordingly, ASCEPT did not identify any changepoints in this time series after trimming. We do

not suspect that Fitbit changed the calculation of total sleep during the period of the study.

1.3.3 Comparison between ASCEPT and CBS

ASCEPT shares some principles with other methods, such as CBS [61] (see Appendix A.1). Therefore,

we compared the changepoints identified by CBS to those identified by ASCEPT. For the simulated

data (Figure 1.5a), we found that CBS failed to capture the single-point segment at index 700, while

ASCEPT successfully did. ASCEPT also successfully segmented off the linear and seasonal trends,

while CBS split the linear trend into four segments.

We also compared ASCEPT and CBS on mHealth data from the Precision VISSTA study.

For most variables, the two procedures yielded similar changepoints, although there were some

important differences. For example, CBS failed to detect changepoints for the single-day shift in

deep sleep on February 15, 2018, while ASCEPT did (Figure 1.5b). The two procedures also greatly

differed when applied to the times woken variable (Figure 1.5c). In particular, CBS failed to capture

multiple changepoints from late 2017 to early 2018 and did not trim two nuisance changepoints

that appeared to be within linear or seasonal trends. In contrast, ASCEPT successfully captured

the major relevant changepoints and trimmed nuisance changepoints. We provide comparisons of

ASCEPT and CBS for the remaining mHealth variables in Supplementary Figures A.3 and A.4,

which demonstrate that ASCEPT generally outperformed CBS on real-world data.

While ASCEPT’s primary purpose is to select changepoints, we also performed a simple correction

to demonstrate the importance of accurately identifying changepoints. In particular, we found the

best fit model for each segment (Figures 1.6a and 1.6b) and then adjusted the data to match the

location and scale of the segment containing the seasonal pattern, which was accurately identified

by ASCEPT as indices 401 to 600 inclusive and identified by CBS as indices 356 to 600 inclusive.

If the changepoints were accurately identified, then we expected the transformed time series to
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look like normally distributed noise without any mean-shifts. We found this to be true for the

ASCEPT segment-corrected time series (Figure 1.6c). In contrast, the CBS segment-corrected time

series (Figure 1.6d) still contained trends, seasonality, and other mean-shifts due to the less accurate

identification of changepoints. Supplementary Figures A.5 and A.6 show results when using fitting

thresholds other than 1.75.

1.4 Discussion and Conclusion

We have presented an approach, ASCEPT, for identifying changepoints in mHealth data. ASCEPT

builds upon the current state-of-the-art method, PELT, by incorporating the principles of statistical

significance and trimming. ASCEPT adopts progressively larger sets of changepoints until the

newly proposed set does not provide a statistically significant improvement in goodness-of-fit.

ASCEPT then trims changepoints within linear or seasonal trends since, in mHealth data, these

changepoints are often the result of behavioral or lifestyle changes rather than technological issues.

This results in a set of changepoints that can be used to adjust mHealth data prior to additional

downstream analysis.

ASCEPT offers many advantages over comparable methods. For example, using PELT to detect

multiple changepoints requires specifying an optimization penalty while ASCEPT allows an investigator

to specify a significance level, a more intuitive statistical parameter. Additionally, ASCEPT is specifically

designed for mHealth data, which is not true of comparable methods like CBS. For instance, CBS

uses a permutation test to obtain p-values for changepoints [61], but this approach has difficulty

capturing segments containing only one observation, a feature we observed in the mHealth data

from the Precision VISSTA study (Figure 1.1a). ASCEPT’s Monte Carlo procedure does not run

into this same problem and captures single-point segments (Figure 1.4b). In addition, CBS trims

changepoints using a sum of squared within-segment deviations measure [61], while ASCEPT
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Figure 1.5: Comparison of ASCEPT with CBS when applied to (a) the simulated data, as well as mHealth
data from the Precisions VISSTA study measuring (b) median deep sleep and (c) median times woken during

the night.

directly models the linear and seasonal trends in mHealth data, thereby helping to differentiate

between common behaviorally driven patterns and other patterns that may be a result of technological
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Figure 1.6: Illustration of applying a simple correction process to simulated data after identifying
changepoints using either ASCEPT or CBS. (a) The best model fits using ASCEPT changepoints. (b) The
best model fits using CBS changepoints. (c) The corrected series using ASCEPT changepoints. (d) The

corrected series using CBS changepoints.
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changes, such as software or hardware updates to a wearable device.

Importantly, ASCEPT allows an investigator to identify potential technological changepoints

automatically. For example, while Fitbit lists previous firmware versions online, it does not readily

provide release dates or specific notes regarding each one [2]. Instead, a researcher needs to manually

read through online community forums for details [1]. In our investigation of these online notes,

we found that update rollouts and glitches often occurred over days or weeks, making it difficult to

precisely determine when the data reflect these changes. Furthermore, some changes may not even

be publicized, rendering a manual search useless. In contrast, ASCEPT provides an effective way to

precisely identify when technologically driven changes occurred.

We note, however, that ASCEPT has some potential limitations. First, since it involves a Monte

Carlo method, ASCEPT does not guarantee the same results over repeated runs; however, using a

large number of simulations mitigates this issue. ASCEPT is also computationally intensive, but

we parallelized its implementation for improved performance. In addition, ASCEPT assumes that

the observations are normally distributed, which may not always be true. However, normality is

appropriate to use in many scenarios, such as when using the sample mean or median of a variable

[64], as we did in our application of ASCEPT to mHealth data from the Precision VISSTA study.

Lastly, ASCEPT requires the selection of two thresholds: a significance level and a trimming threshold.

While these parameters are intuitive, we recommend that investigators consider different trimming

thresholds to select a value that is appropriate for their data. In our analyses, we found that the

changepoints identified by ASCEPT were robust across a wide range of trimming threshold values.

While there are limitations, ASCEPT also has many strengths. For instance, while we developed

ASCEPT for mHealth data and tested it on data from the Precision VISSTA study, the approach

is generalizable. For example, a researcher could apply ASCEPT to select mean-shift changepoints

in any univariate time series for which linear trends and seasonality induce nuisance changepoints.

Additionally, instead of only applying ASCEPT to population-level data to identify technological
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changepoints, an investigator could apply ASCEPT to an individual’s time series data to identify

behavioral shifts that are not associated with broader seasonal or linear patterns. One could also

modify ASCEPT to identify and remove nuisance changepoints within other trends, such as quadratic

trends, which may be more common in other types of data [33]. One could similarly adjust ASCEPT’s

normality assumption to allow for other distributional assumptions. While the current presentation

of ASCEPT uses PELT, a researcher could, in theory, also apply the same processes to other changepoint

detection algorithms.

We designed ASCEPT as a formal process to select relevant changepoints among those proposed

by PELT by modeling trends that are commonly associated with nuisance changepoints. Identifying

these types of changepoints is a critical step for effectively analyzing mHealth data, which often

contains changepoints both from sudden changes in the propriety algorithms used to record measurements

and from changes in human behavior. ASCEPT automates this process and only requires selecting

two intuitive parameters. This affords a distinct advantage over using other methods or performing

a manual identification of technological changepoints, which supports ASCEPT’s broad applicability

to mHealth data analysis.
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2
Detection and Statistical Inference for

Differential Binding Sites

Abstract
ChIP-seq technology permits identifying DNA locations that interact with proteins,

across the entire genome. In recent applications of this technology, biologists are

interested in detecting regions showing differential binding (DB) across biological

conditions or experimental groups. Although reliable algorithms, referred to as peak

callers, are available for detecting binding sites, current computational approaches

for DB detection do not provide accurate statistical inference. A major challenge

in reporting uncertainty is that current methods depend on the outcome of peak

calling algorithms to identify regions of interest, and that errors and uncertainty in

this step are not all considered when performing statistical inference downstream.

Furthermore, existing pipelines often do not appropriately account for within-sample

autocorrelation or within-group variability. We overcome these issues by applying

an integrated statistical approach to all samples, as opposed to current modular
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approaches that often first detect binding sites within individual samples and then

detect DB within these sites. We apply a mixed-effects model to account for the

different sources of variability and apply a permutation test to quantify uncertainty.

We compare our method to two leading pipelines for the detection of DB sites on

both simulated and experimental data. We find that our method improves on the

performance of existing pipelines by providing reliable uncertainty summaries.

2.1 Introduction

Chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) is a process that provides a genome-wide

profiling of protein binding sites on DNA [38]. Examples of ChIP-seq applications include the

detection of transcription factor (TF) binding sites and histone modification (HM) enriched regions.

Both TFs and histones are of interest because they are known to influence gene expression. When

applied to medical contexts, for example when studying the molecular basis for disease [17, 42,

60], investigators are often interested in comparing different groups to evaluate the presence of

differential binding (DB) sites [58, 50, 83, 24]. A number of data analysis pipelines have been

developed [79] for the detection of DB sites. Some of these methods apply standard statistical tests

to ChIP-seq data counts in predefined regions, such as transcription start sites associated with genes.

Here, we focus on methods that can discover regions that are not necessarily predefined as this is

one of the main advantages of whole genome technologies, such as ChIP-seq. Most approaches start

by applying algorithms, referred to as peak-callers, such as MACS [88], HOMER [35], or SICER

[84], to detect binding regions on each sample separately. Then in a next step, an ad-hoc approach

is used to combine these regions across samples and then perform statistical tests. DiffBind [78,

69], for example, merges peaks identified across a chosen minimum number of different samples

into regions referred to as consensus peaks. The part of a consensus peak of greatest enrichment is
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identified as a summit and a corresponding candidate region is constructed by extending upstream

and downstream from this summit by a pre-specified value. In contrast, pipelines like csaw [54],

PePr [87], and diffReps [73], slide a window of fixed size along the genome and merge neighboring

windows to construct larger regions of interest. Furthermore, csaw applies a statistical test to each

window and combines the p-values using Simes’ procedure [75] to obtain a p-value for each region.

We find that current methods do not appropriately estimate false discovery rates. In practice, this

can lead to incorrectly reporting DB sites. We note that, for example, DiffBind does not account for

its selection procedure of candidate regions when performing inference, leading to an underestimate

of false discovery rates. In the case of csaw, the use of Simes’ procedure to combine p-values leads to

overly conservative inferential statements due to the fact that neighboring windows are statistically

correlated [75, 71, 70].

To overcome these challenges, we present a method that uses a sliding window approach and that

appropriately models sources of variability while controlling region-level FDRs via a permutation

test. Specifically, we first identify candidate regions using window-specific counts and then fit

linear mixed effects (LME) models to estimate DB effects while accounting for autocorrelation

and biological variability through random effects. We transform the data in such a way that the

estimated DB effect is an approximately exchangeable statistic across regions. We then employ a

permutation test to perform inference on the observed effects by pooling the exchangeable statistics

into an empirical null distribution. This pooling enables the permutation test to perform well even

for experiments with small sample sizes. We refer to our unified approach asDBFinder. We compare

the performance of our approach to two of the most widely used approaches: DiffBind [78, 69] and

csaw [54]. We do this using a simulation study and an application to real ChIP-seq data.
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2.2 Data Description

The interest in performing experiments with multiple replicates to compare protein binding across

groups is a fairly recent development. As a result, experiments with more than a couple biological

replicates per group are not common. Here, we use a data set from a study that compared the transcriptional

regulation of H3K4me3 in six samples from individuals with Huntington’s Disease with six samples

from neurologically normal individuals [24]. Additionally, to compare the different pipelines in

settings where sensitivity, specificity, and observed FDRs can be analyzed, we used simulated data

sets described below.

2.2.1 Simulated Data

The simulated data were generated from a modified version of the simulation study in [53]. This

study included two different types of simulations. In the first we mimicked narrow or sharp peaks,

often no more than about 200-300 base pairs wide, typically observed when studying TFs. The

other mimicked broad peaks and complex DB events typically observed when studying HMs.

For every simulation, we generated 20,000 binding sites on a single chromosome. Of these sites,

1,000 were DB sites and 19,000 were non-DB. To mimic characteristics of TF binding, each binding

event consisted of a single peak that was 200 base pairs wide, corresponding with a binding site in

the center of the peak and an extension of 100 base pairs in either direction to reflect the average

fragment length. Read counts for these sites were drawn from negative binomial distributions with

group-specific means. The group-specific means were equal for non-DB sites and unequal for DB

sites. To mimic biological variability that differs across binding sites, we assumed the dispersion

factors of the negative binomial distributions followed an inverse scaled chi squared distribution

with 20 degrees of freedom and a scaling factor of 1
4 .

To model characteristics of histone binding sites, complex binding events were 1,000 base pairs
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wide and consisted of three overlapping peaks. Correlated negative binomial counts were drawn

for the peaks within a sample. The means of the negative binomial distributions were equal across

groups. To induce DB, counts for one or two peaks in a given event were eliminated for one group’s

samples. To allow biological variability to differ by region, dispersion factors were sampled in the

same manner as for the TF simulations.

To make these characteristics realistic, the correlation values for HM counts and the distribution

of dispersion factors for all simulations were based on values estimated from the real study discussed

in Section 2.2.2. To match smooth binding profiles seen in real experiments, counts for every peak

were distributed according to a Beta(2,2) distribution. To include realistic noise, background enrichment

was added to each simulation by drawing negative binomial counts and distributing counts uniformly

over 2,000 base pair wide bins along the genome.

To assess how pipeline performance varied with sample size, we generated simulations for two

experimental sizes. One included two samples in each group (2 vs. 2) and one included six samples

in each group (6 vs. 6). We generated five simulations for each type of simulation for each experimental

size.

For more details about the simulated data, please refer to Appendix B.1.1.

2.2.2 H3K4me3 in the Presence of Huntington’s Disease

This study generated ChIP-seq data targeting H3K4me3 in postmortem prefrontal cortex samples

from six individuals with Huntington’s Disease and six individuals who were non-neurologic

[24]. The authors performed DB analysis of H3K4me3 between the two groups and assessed the

correlation between H3K4me3 enrichment and gene expression. We used this study for application

and to adjust parameters of the simulation study in Section 2.2.1 because it was a relatively large

ChIP-seq study (i.e., six samples in each group) and because its samples met most or all of the quality

control metrics specified by Cistrome DB [57, 89]. Figure 2.1 displays an example of a region from
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Figure 2.1: Example of a site with evidence of differential enrichment of H3K4me3 when comparing
prefrontal cortex samples from six individuals with Huntington’s Disease to six individuals who were

neurologically normal. Each line represents an single sample.

these data that we would hope to detect because it exhibits some evidence of DB.

Additional details on the processing of these data can be found in Appendix B.1.2.

2.3 Analysis Framework

After processing the raw sequencing data into counts for small genomic windows and normalizing

across samples (details described in the Appendix B.2.1), a two-step procedure is carried out. First,

we define candidate regions by searching for contiguous windows with an average count difference

above a predefined threshold and, second, we quantify the statistical significance of the observed

DB in each region. This is done in a similar manner to the procedure developed by [46] for DNA
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methylation data. Below we describe each stage of the approach in detail.

2.3.1 Finding Candidate Regions

Note that the current DB detection methods first define binding regions by searching for local

enrichment relative to background enrichment. However, this approach does not directly consider

the primary outcome of interest: DB between groups. We instead define candidate regions using

a difference in enrichment between groups as an initial DB effect estimate. Specifically, for each

window jwe compute the difference between the average counts in each group, and denote it as dj.

We then use a predefined thresholdM to construct candidate regions. Each interval of contiguous

windows for which dj > M or dj < −M for all windows in that interval is defined as a candidate

region. Regions that contain gaps beyond a predefined size are partitioned into smaller candidate

regions. Alternately, an investigator can specify a target number of candidate regions andM can be

adjusted to obtain a number of candidate regions within a specified tolerance of that target.

2.3.2 Assessing Candidate Regions for Differential Binding

Given the identified candidate regions, we must quantify the evidence of differential binding within

them and assess their significance. We do this in multiple substages, described in detail in the following

sections.

2.3.2.1 Estimation of Differential Binding Effects Using LMEModels

Data exploration indicate that ChIP-seq read count data, examined across samples from the same

group, follow a negative binomial distribution. To accelerate the computational performance of our

procedure by using LMEmodels instead of generalized linear mixed effects models (GLMMs), we

apply Anscombe’s variance-stabilizing log transformation for negative binomial random variables
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[12, 32]. Denote yijr to be the normalized and transformed count for sample i in window j in candidate

region r, and assume that:

yijr = β0jr + β1rXi + η1irZ1i + η2irZ2i + εijr (2.1)

We model the yijr for a given region r using an LMEmodel that simultaneously accounts for

autocorrelation within samples and biological variance across samples. We assume two groups,

g ∈ {1, 2}, exist and that group g’s corresponding set of samples is denoted as Cg. The β0jr are

window-specific fixed effects that account for how the binding profile changes over the course of

a region. If the region contains a specified number of windows (i.e., ifWr ≥ 10), then the fixed

effects for windows are replaced with a natural cubic spline that accounts for smooth binding

profiles common to many peaks. β1r is the DB fixed effect of interest. Xi = I(i ∈ C1) indicates

which samples are in Group 1. We include random effects for each group specific to each sample

to capture autocorrelation within that sample and biological variance within each group. η1ir are

the sample-specific random group 1 effects. Z1i = Xi = I(i ∈ C1) indicates which samples are

in Group 1. η2ir are sample-specific random group 2 effects. Z2i = I(i ∈ C2) indicates which

samples are in Group 2. Lastly, εijr is a within-sample error term. Optionally, an investigator can

also include fixed effects to control for other variables of interest, such as blocks if using matched

samples, or demographic information such as age and sex.

The LMEmodel for candidate region r can be written in matrix notation as:

yr = Xrβr + Zrηr + εr (2.2)

where yr are the region’s normalized and transformed counts,Xr is the region’s fixed effects design

matrix, βr are the region’s fixed effects,Zr is the region’s random effects design matrix, ηr are the
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region’s random effects, and εr are the region’s within-sample errors.

We estimate the LMEmodels for candidate regions using lmer() in the lme4 package in R [14].

We may measure the strength of the DB effect in region r using either β̂1r or its corresponding

moderated t-statistic, which is discussed in detail in Section 2.3.2.2. With either quantity, we assess

its significance using a permutation test described in detail in Section 2.3.2.3.

2.3.2.2 Variances and Shrinkage

Instead of using β̂1r from an estimate of Model 2.1 as the measure of the DB effect in a region, one

could use the corresponding t-statistic that accounts for the uncertainty in this estimator. However,

this uncertainty depends on both the biological variance and the within-sample error variance in

a given region. Due to the small sample sizes common to ChIP-seq experiments, estimates of the

biological variance will often be relatively poor. Therefore, the t-statistic for β̂1r may not be a useful

measure of the DB effect. However, we can impose structure on the biological variances across

regions in order to improve the estimate of the biological variance within each region. With these

improved estimates, we can calculate moderated t-statistics that more appropriately reflect the

uncertainty in β̂1r. We do this following the empirical Bayes shrinkage procedure used by limma

for residual variances in gene-specific linear models [65, 76]. We present the details of this process in

the context of our LMEmodels.

GivenModel 2.2, we assume that the random effects are independent and that they follow a

multivariate normal distribution:

ηr ∼ MVN(0,Tr)

with diagonal variance-covariance matrixTr. The variances on the diagonal ofTr reflect the biological

variances across samples. There are two biological variances, one for each experimental group:

Var(η1ir) = τ21r and Var(η2ir) = τ22r. We also assume the errors to be independent conditional
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on random effects, such that:

εr ∼ MVN(0, σ2r I)

where I is the identity matrix and Var(εijr) = σ2r is the region-specific error variance.

We obtain estimates of these biological variances and within-sample error variance using lmer()

in the lme4 package in R [14]. We note that in some cases, at least one biological variances may be

estimated as 0, τ̂21r = 0 or τ̂22r = 0. However, in practice, neither group should have a biological

variance that is exactly zero. Therefore, in candidate regions where this occurs, we instead fit a model

with sample-specific random intercepts, η0ir, that have only one biological variance associated with

them. That is:

yijr = β0jr + β1rXi + η0ir + εijr (2.3)

We then use the estimated biological variance from this model, V̂ar(η0ir) = τ̂20r as the estimate of

the group-specific biological variances for both groups. That is, we set τ̂21r and τ̂
2
2r equal to τ̂

2
0r and

proceed.

Given the estimates of the biological and within-sample error variances, we can then write the

estimated variance-covariance matrix of the log-normalized counts in region r as:

V̂ar(yr) = V̂r = ZrT̂rZT
r + σ̂2r I

The weighted least squares estimator of the fixed effects can be written as:

β̂r = (XT
r V̂−1

r Xr)
−1XT

r V̂−1
r yr

We can then estimate the variance-covariance matrix of the estimated fixed effects as:

V̂ar(β̂r) = (XT
r V̂−1

r Xr)
−1
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which can be used to obtain the standard error and t-statistic for β̂1r.

However, in experiments with a small number of samples, it is difficult to obtain appropriate

variance estimates, particularly for the group-specific biological variances. To address this, DBFinder

applies the shrinkage procedure from limma [65, 76] separately to each set of biological variance

estimates and the set of residual variances across candidate regions. The shrinkage procedure produces

a estimate of each variance based on the mean of the posterior distribution of the true variances

using an empirical Bayes approach. Using these posterior mean estimates, τ̃21r, τ̃
2
2r, and σ̃

2
r , we can

recalculate a moderated estimate of the variance-covariance matrix of the fixed effects, Ṽar(β̂r).

We then calculate a moderated t-statistic:

t̃1r =
β̂1r

s̃.e.(β̂1r)

where s̃.e.(β̂1r) =
√
Ṽar(β̂1r). t̃1r can be recorded as a measure of the DB effect in region r instead of

β̂1r.

2.3.2.3 Permutation Test

In order to provide inference for region-level DB effects that accounts for the selection procedure

associated with finding candidate regions and that also implicitly accounts for biological variability,

we use a permutation test. DBFinder permutes the group labels, g ∈ {1, 2}, of samples. If blocks are

present, permutations are performed within them. For each permutation, the pipeline repeats the

processes of finding candidate regions and modeling on the permuted data.

The pipeline uses the results obtained from permutations to generate an empirical null distribution

of the desired region-level test statistic, either β̂1r or t̃1r. Since these statistics are approximately

exchangeable between regions, results from regions across the genome are pooled together to form

this empirical null distribution, allowing inference to be made in small sample settings. For instance,
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if only two permutations are performed, but 20,000 candidate regions are generated under each

permutation, then the pipeline compares each observed candidate region’s test statistic to the 40,000

test statistics from the permutation test. Using this empirical null distribution, DBFinder calculates

region-level empirical p-values. It then reports region-level FDRs using the Benjamini-Hochberg

procedure [15].

However, we find that using all possible permutations can cause multiple issues. In small sample

settings, when reporting FDRs, it becomes difficult to identify any significant regions for small

experimental setups because the observed results and the permutation in which the groups are

entirely swapped comprise a nontrivial proportion of all possible permutations. In these cases,

FDRs are reported beyond reasonable thresholds, even for sites that truly contain DB. Additionally,

performing all permutations can become computationally prohibitive.

To overcome these issues, instead of performing every possible permutation of the experiment,

DBFinder only performs balanced permutations. That is, the pipeline uses permutations that

swap half, or as close to half as possible, of the available samples in a group with samples in the

other group. This corresponds with the expected number of swaps made by a permutation in

settings where the two groups have an equal number of samples. For instance, in an experiment

with four samples in each group, we only consider permutations that swap two from each group.

If the number of balanced permutations available is still computationally prohibitive, then we

randomly select a subset of these permutations to use.

2.4 Results

We compare the performances of csaw, DiffBind, and DBFinder on the simulations. We evaluate

both ROCs and inference to compare how accurately each pipeline ranks candidate regions and

reports p-values and FDRs. Results are averaged over five simulations for each type and size of
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simulation. We also compare the candidate regions identified by each pipeline for the H3K4me3

ChIP-seq study [24].

Additional details regarding the settings used for each pipeline for both the simulated and H3K4me3

data sets can be found in Appendix B.2.2. Additional details regarding the calculation of ROCs and

reported FDRs can be found in Appendix B.2.3.

2.4.1 Simulation Study

We present average partial ROC curves for each pipeline and experimental setup in Figure 2.2. The

pipelines perform similarly in TF simulations. However, csaw slightly outperforms the others,

particularly in the TF simulation with six samples in each group. In contrast, the performances

vary more in the HM simulations that reflect complex binding events. DBFinder performs the best,

whether using the estimated coefficient for the DB effect or the moderated t-statistic, followed by

csaw, which is followed distantly by DiffBind. To visually demonstrate differences between the

pipelines in their identification of these sites, we present a selection of sites and the corresponding

candidate regions with reported FDRs from one of the HM 6 vs. 6 simulations in Figure 2.3. The

approaches that csaw and DiffBind use to identify candidate regions ignore the primary metric of

interest, the DB effect between groups. As a result, they often construct relatively large candidate

regions that may contain a mix of DB and non-DB sites. For instance, DBFinder precisely identifies

the DB portions of Sites 1-4 while csaw and DiffBind report relatively wide candidate regions that

capture non-DB portions of Sites 1 and 3. Site 5 demonstrates a non-DB site identified by csaw and

DiffBind but not DBFinder, though no pipeline identifies it as significant at any reasonable level.

Likewise, Site 6 demonstrates a non-DB site in which DBFinder identifies a portion that appears to

be DB by chance, though it again is not found to be significant at any reasonable level.

In Figure 2.4, we display histograms of p-values pooled across simulations for every experimental

setup. These reflect the combined p-values reported by csaw and the region-level p-values reported
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Figure 2.2: ROCs averaged over five simulations for each experimental setup (i.e., TF 2 vs. 2, TF 6 vs. 6, HM
2 vs. 2, HM 6 vs. 6). Points outlined in black from each pipeline correspond with a reported FDR of 0.05 or

0.25, depending on the shape of the outline.

by DiffBind and DBFinder. Ideally, all histograms should appear to follow zero-inflated uniform

distributions. In practice, we find that this is approximately true for DiffBind and DBFinder across

all experiments. However, we find that csaw’s p-values do not exhibit this behavior for any experimental

setup. Though they are zero-inflated, csaw’s p-values are also inflated towards one and relatively few

of them are middling.

We compare observed FDRs with those reported by each pipeline in Figure 2.5. All pipelines

report relatively few regions with low FDRs for 2 vs. 2 experiments, compared with 6 vs. 6. Regardless,
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Figure 2.3: Binding sites from one of the HM 6 vs. 6 simulations. The first four sites are DB sites while the
last two do not have any DB. The corresponding FDRs reported by each pipeline are within or immediately

adjacent to their corresponding candidate regions at the bottom of each site.

we consistently find that DiffBind has relatively liberal behavior, reporting FDRs that are lower

than what is actually observed, while csaw has relatively conservative behavior, reporting FDRs that

are higher than what is actually observed. csaw’s conservative FDRs align with its relatively high
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Figure 2.4: Histograms of reported p-values for candidate regions from each pipeline. csaw reports a
combined p-value for each candidate region by applying Simes’ method to individual window-level p-values.

DiffBind and DBFinder outright report a p-value for each candidate region. p-values for the same
experimental setup (i.e., TF 2 vs. 2, TF 6 vs. 6, HM 2 vs. 2, HM 6 vs. 6) are pooled together from across five

simulations.

p-values in Figure 2.4. DBFinder tends to report FDRs that exactly or very closely align with what

is observed. Each pipeline is implicitly forced to be conservative for relatively high FDRs because 5%

of binding sites in each simulation truly contain DB.
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Figure 2.5: Observed FDRs averaged over five simulations against reported FDRs from each pipeline for
each experimental setup (i.e., TF 2 vs. 2, TF 6 vs. 6, HM 2 vs. 2, HM 6 vs. 6). The identity line in black
indicates perfect control of the FDR. However, no pipeline can achieved perfect control of the FDR for

relatively high FDRs because 1,000 binding sites out of 20,000 are DB sites.

2.4.2 H3K4me3 in the Presence of Huntington’s Disease

We compare the candidate regions identified by each pipeline for the H3K4me3 ChIP-seq study

[24], described in Section 2.2.2. In Table 2.1, we present the number and percentage of candidate

regions overlapping between every pairing of pipelines. We find that csaw and DiffBind agree on

defining the vast majority, 83-92%, of their candidate regions. In contrast, DBFinder’s candidate

regions only overlap with 42-49% of those from csaw and DiffBind. However, all three pipelines
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only agree on around 47%-65% of candidate regions with reported FDRs below 0.05.

Table 2.1: The number and percentage of candidate regions overlapping between every pair of pipelines,
requiring an overlap of at least 25 base pairs. The top half uses all candidate regions while the bottom half
only uses candidate regions with reported FDRs< 0.05. An entry in row i, column j of either half of the
table indicates the number and percentage of pipeline j’s candidate regions that are caught by pipeline i’s

candidate regions.

Any Region csaw DiffBind DBFinder (Beta) DBFinder (Mod t)
csaw 21282 (100.00%) 20106 (82.68%) 19631 (99.11%) 19631 (99.11%)

DiffBind 19585 (92.03%) 24319 (100.00%) 17349 (87.59%) 17349 (87.59%)
DBFinder Beta 10380 (48.77%) 10143 (41.71%) 19808 (100.00%) 19808 (100.00%)
DBFinder Mod t 10380 (48.77%) 10143 (41.71%) 19808 (100.00%) 19808 (100.00%)
FDR < 0.05 csaw DiffBind DBFinder (Beta) DBFinder (Mod t)

csaw 3583 (100.00%) 2209 (51.64%) 3238 (47.33%) 3244 (47.29%)
DiffBind 2176 (60.73%) 4278 (100.00%) 4161 (60.82%) 4171 (60.80%)

DBFinder Beta 2058 (57.44%) 2774 (64.84%) 6842 (100.00%) 6840 (99.71%)
DBFinder Mod t 2062 (57.55%) 2781 (65.01%) 6837 (99.93%) 6860 (100.00%)

To visually demonstrate differences at the region-level for real data, we show a selection of sites

detected by the pipelines and their reported FDRs in Figure 2.6. For all sites, DBFinder defines

relatively narrow and precise regions compared with csaw and DiffBind. For instance, in Site 3,

DBFinder targets what appears to be a DB site within the larger region. In contrast, csaw and DiffBind

capture the region as a whole, which appears to have comparatively less evidence of DB. Site 6 shows

a case where DBFinder misses what appears to be a rather clear DB portion of the site to the left of

its candidate region. Both csaw and DiffBind include portions of Site 6 that seem to lack evidence

of DB. We also find that even when candidate regions are similar, the pipelines can report disparate

FDRs. For instance, in Site 2, which contains a single outlier sample, DBFinder reports relatively

high FDRs, around 0.21, compared to csaw and DiffBind, which report FDRs around 0.01 and

0.08, respectively.
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Figure 2.6: Sites with possible differential enrichment of H3K4me3 comparing prefrontal cortex samples
from individuals with Huntington’s Disease to those who were neurologically normal. The corresponding
FDRs reported by each pipeline are within or immediately adjacent to their corresponding candidate regions

at the bottom of each site.

2.5 Discussion and Conclusion

We have presented a new pipeline, DBFinder, for the de novo detection of DB sites using ChIP-seq

data. Like other window-based approaches, DBFinder uses a sliding window along the genome to
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identify DB candidate regions. However, unlike other methods, DBFinder provides appropriate

modeling and inference of the DB effect in candidate regions. We transform data using Anscombe’s

variance-stabilizing log transformation for negative binomial data [12]. This enables us to both

model transformed values as approximately normal using LMEmodels and to estimate a statistic

that is approximately exchangeable across candidate regions along the genome. In these LMEmodels,

we explicitly account for autocorrelation and biological variance through random effects. We then

use a permutation test with pooling to form an empirical null distribution against which we compare

observed results. This permutation test accounts for the selection procedure and also implicitly

incorporates biological variability into inferential statements while pooling makes the permutation

test appropriate in small sample settings.

We compared DBFinder to two popular pipelines for detecting DB sites, csaw and DiffBind. We

found that DBFinder performed better in terms of ROCs in HM simulations with complex binding

events and also more accurately reported FDRs for all simulations than these competing methods.

While DBFinder is a useful approach for de novo detection of DB sites, there are some limitations

worth noting. DBFinder is computationally intensive compared with methods such as csaw and

DiffBind. We have taken care to optimize DBFinder where possible, but much of its runtime is

attributable to fitting LMEmodels and recalculating the standard errors of the estimated coefficients

for the DB effects after shrinking variances. Currently, an analysis using DBFinder to identify

20,000 candidate regions using both estimated coefficients and moderated t-statistics in parallel

with four cores and five permutations will take on the order of one to two hours. The runtime scales

roughly in proportion to the number of candidate regions, such that reducing the desired number

of candidate regions can reduce runtime by approximately same relative amount. However, the

number of candidate regions should be kept at a number that is sufficiently high such that there

are no concerns about missing true DB sites. In practice, this is not known, so it is safest to set it to

approximately match the number of genes on the genome analyzed (e.g., around 20,000 for the
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human genome). While runtime is also roughly proportional to the number of permutations,

DBFinder requires very few permutations to run properly because it pools results from across

the genome. There appears to be little benefit to using more than about five permutations with

DBFinder.

The second possible limitation of DBFinder is that it relies on a transformation to model counts

as approximately normal and to produce an approximately exchangeable statistic across regions. In

cases where window counts are relatively small, this may not be as appropriate as directly modeling

counts as negative binomial. This is likely the reason why DBFinder slightly underperforms in TF

simulations compared to csaw and DiffBind, which implicitly assume negative binomial counts

when performing DB analysis through edgeR. In theory, one could adjust DBFinder to model

regions using negative binomial GLMMs to overcome this issue, but this would also increase its

runtime. Despite this concern, we found that DBFinder was competitive with csaw and DiffBind in

all simulations, where counts were truly sampled from negative binomial distributions, giving csaw

and DiffBind an advantage.

DBFinder shows promise as a helpful pipeline for investigators looking to identify DB sites using

ChIP-seq data. We have found that this approach performed favorably to comparable methods,

particularly in the presence of complex binding events and with regards to inference. Investigators

who are concerned about obtaining exact p-values and FDRs, especially in the presence of autocorrelation

or high biological variance, should consider using DBFinder as a tool in their analysis of DB sites.
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3
Characterization of Spurious Correlations

in RNA-seq Data

Abstract
Many studies in genomics analyze associations between different genes to better

understand biological mechanisms and regulatory networks. These analyses often

entail measuring the co-expression of genes using RNA-seq data. However, technical

issues with sequencing and common normalization procedures may introduce or

exacerbate spurious correlations in these data. In this study, we discuss different

measures and statistical tests that enable a researcher to identify the presence of

these spurious correlations. We demonstrate these procedures using RNA-seq data

from the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) Consortium and provide evidence of

spurious correlations in both raw and smooth quantile (qsmooth) normalized data

for Y chromosome genes and tissue-specific genes.
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3.1 Introduction

Ribonucleic acid sequencing (RNA-seq) is a popular technology that enables researchers to study

the expression of genes for a wide variety of biological, clinical, and pharmaceutical applications

[20, 23, 43, 31]. In addition to gene expression itself, researchers may analyze gene co-expression, or

how different genes activate in a coordinated manner across samples. Many researchers analyze gene

co-expression using RNA-seq data to study associations among genes, systems that regulate genes,

and the roles that genes serve in different biological mechanisms [82, 85, 40, 11]. These studies

commonly perform co-expression analysis for only one type of tissue at a time [86, 30, 29], using

relatively homogeneous data sets where all samples arise from the same biological condition.

In settings where samples are homogeneous, researchers may use normalization procedures, such

as quantile normalization or relative log expression (RLE) normalization, that assume differences

across samples are due to technical, rather than biological, reasons [8, 16, 10]. However, many

experiments involve heterogeneous data sets that incorporate samples frommultiple types of biological

conditions. For example, investigators may compare samples across different tissues, sexes, disease

statuses, or may not even know the comparison of interest a priori. In such scenarios, these normalization

procedures may improperly ignore biologically meaningful differences across samples. For instance,

quantile normalization matches quantiles from different samples in order to force the samples to

have identical distributions. However, samples from different biological conditions will often have

inherent distributional differences that need to be preserved when performing downstream analyses.

A popular normalization procedure that addresses this issue is smooth quantile normalization

(qsmooth) [36, 62]. In contrast to quantile normalization, qsmooth accounts for biological condition

to avoid erasing biologically-driven differences between samples when normalizing data. In particular,

qsmooth determines the quantile for a sample based on a weighted average of the normalized quantile

across all samples and the normalized quantile for that sample’s biological condition.
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While qsmooth appropriately handles biological differences across tissues, it also introduces new

challenges in the context of co-expression analysis. In particular, qsmooth values may introduce

or exacerbate spurious correlations in heterogeneous data sets. That is, genes can appear to have

strongly correlated expression even if they should only be weakly correlated or uncorrelated by

definition. For instance, prior research has found some evidence of spurious correlations among

“tissue-specific” genes using RNA-seq data from the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) Consortium

[37, 27, 28]. The authors of [37] identified genes that appear to be specifically expressed in one

of four sample types: cerebellum, whole blood, lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCL), and liver. They

presented examples in which these tissue-specific genes from different sample types have highly

correlated qsmooth expression data, especially when comparing genes specific to whole blood, LCL,

and liver. However, we expect that these tissue-specific genes from different tissues should be weakly

co-expressed, if co-expressed at all, because their expression is specific to disjoint sets of samples by

construction. While the authors presented an approach for adjusting expression values to remove

spurious correlations, they did not further explore the existence of spurious correlations across

other sets of genes and did not suggest metrics for detecting spurious correlations before applying

a correction procedure.

In this paper, we present evidence of spurious correlations in GTEx data normalized using qsmooth

by analyzing genes specific to the Y chromosome and genes specific to particular tissues. We explore

how spurious correlations manifest in different tissues and how qsmooth expression data compare

with raw expression data in their generation of false positive co-expressions. We present multiple

approaches for identifying these spurious correlations and for testing their statistical significance.
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3.2 Materials andMethods

3.2.1 Notation

Consider an experiment withG genes andN samples. TheN samples are split among T tissues,

or biological conditions more generally, where nt indicates the sample size for tissue t such that∑T
t=1 nt = N. We let tk indicate the kth sample for tissue t, where 1 ≤ k ≤ nt.

Let e(tk)j indicate the expression value for gene j in sample tk on the log2 scale. In cases where

raw expression values are used, we add one before taking the log to avoid taking the log of zero.

The co-expression for two genes, i and j, in tissue t is the Pearson correlation between their log2

expression values across all tissue t samples tk, 1 ≤ k ≤ nt. We denote this co-expression as

ρ(t)ij . While we use Pearson correlation in our analyses, the methods discussed later are likewise

appropriate for other correlations, such as Spearman’s rank correlation.

3.2.2 Data

We downloaded RNA-seq data from GTEx release 6.0, a large-scale project that aims to provide

data relevant to studying tissue-specific gene expression and regulation [27, 28]. The data were

preprocessed using the Yet Another RNANormalization (YARN) software pipeline in the same

manner as described in [62]. In brief, samples were initially filtered based on annotation quality

regarding sex identification. Different regions within body sites were then merged together if they

were not distinguishable based on the first two principal coordinates from a principal coordinate

analysis (PCoA) [26]. Genes were then filtered using a tissue-aware procedure that identified relatively

more tissue-specific and differentially expressed genes compared to a tissue-agnostic approach and

compared to the unfiltered data. The pre-processed data set contains RNA-seq count data on

30,333 genes across 9,435 samples taken from 549 individuals from 38 biological conditions (i.e.,
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tissues and cell lines after merging subregions). 5,963 of the samples come frommen while 3,472

come from women.

As part of our analysis, we choose to focus on genes for which correlations should be known to

be either biologically reasonable or spurious. For this reason, we primarily analyze genes located

on the Y chromosome, which would yield spurious correlations in female samples. In Figure 3.1,

we display the qsmooth expression and co-expression data for these Y chromosome genes within

skin samples. As expected, we find that female skin samples generally exhibit lower expression of

these genes than male skin samples. The four most highly expressed genes in the female samples are

pseudogenes (EIF4A1P2, PSMA6P1, CD24P4, MXRA5P1). However, we also find that the genes

are highly co-expressed in female skin samples compared to male skin samples. Additionally, while

nearly all of these Y chromosome gene are strongly co-expressed in female skin samples, the highest

levels of co-expression occur among genes with similar median expression levels. We observe this

same characteristic in male samples, where only lowly expressed genes and a few highly expressed

genes exhibit high co-expression.

We also identify genes specific to each tissue, which could yield spurious correlations in tissues

other than the one to which they are specific. For example, we expect that genes specific exclusively

to liver should be weakly correlated or uncorrelated in spleen samples. We identify a gene as specific

to a particular tissue using the same metric as in [77]. Specifically, letm(t)
j be the median expression

level of gene j in samples from tissue t,m(t)
j = med

(
e(t1)j , e(t2)j , . . . , e(tk)j , . . . , e(nt)j

)
. Likewise define

m(all)
j to be gene j’s median expression across all samples and IQR(all)

j to be the corresponding IQR.

Then the specificity score of gene j to tissue t is defined as:

s(t)j =
m(t)

j −m(all)
j

IQR(all)
j

We consider gene j to be specific to tissue t if s(t)j > 2.
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The multiplicity of a gene is the number of tissues to which it is considered specific. In our

analysis, we select a subset of all tissues available in the GTEx data. We restrict our analysis to samples

within that subset of tissues and to genes with a multiplicity of one among that subset of tissues.

With this approach, we expect that the strongest co-expressions should be between genes specific

to the same tissue, within samples of that tissue. Technically, genes associated with the same tissue

could also co-express outside of that tissue. Likewise, genes associated with different tissues could

co-express. However, we consider these associations to be false positives for our analysis. We refer to

the tissue to which a given gene is specific as its “target” tissue. For instance, liver is the target tissue

for liver-specific genes. The tissues to which a gene is not specific are its “non-target” tissues.

3.2.3 Co-expressionMeasures

In order to find spurious correlations, a researcher could consider looking at correlation matrix

heatmaps for samples in which genes should not be co-expressed, as shown for Y chromosome genes

in female skin samples in Figure 3.1d. However, this may be tedious in cases where an investigator

wants to check for spurious correlations in many different biological conditions (e.g., tissue, sex,

disease status) or wants to check different sets of genes for spurious correlations. A correlation

matrix heatmap may also make it difficult to assess if spurious correlations are actually present since

some pairs of genes may have relatively high correlations due to noise alone. Additionally, we find

that spurious correlations may be associated with the expression level. In this case, it is helpful to

have another measure that can make it easier to visualize the association between co-expression and

expression.

An alternate approach to the correlation matrix heatmap is to use a summary measure. In particular,

we may take:

1. The median co-expression of the upper triangle of the correlation matrix for all pairs of genes
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Figure 3.1: Expression and co-expression of Y chromosome genes in skin samples, using qsmooth expression
values on the log2 scale. The plots reflect data from 428 male samples and 233 female samples. Genes are

sorted by median expression in male skin samples. Subfigures show (a) expression of genes in all skin samples,
(b) same as (a) but with values standardized within-gene, (c) co-expression of genes within male skin samples,

(d) co-expression of genes within female skin samples.

in tissue t,

ρ(t)med = med
(
ρ(t)12 , ρ

(t)
13 , . . . , ρ

(t)
1nt , ρ

(t)
23 . . . , ρ

(t)
(nt−1)nt

)
Equivalently, this is the median co-expression among all discordant pairs of genes in tissue t.
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2. The median co-expression of gene jwith all other genes in tissue t,

ρ(t)med,j = med
(
ρ(t)1j , ρ

(t)
2j , . . . , ρ

(t)
(j−1)j, ρ

(t)
(j+1)j . . . , ρ

(t)
ntj

)

We calculate this for every gene j.

3. The median co-expression within blocks of genes. The genes are first sorted by their median

expression in tissue t. In particular, for Y chromosome genes, we sort by their median expression

only in male samples from tissue t. For genes specific to tissue t, we sort by their median

expression in target tissue (i.e., tissue t) samples only. Once sorted, consecutive genes are

then grouped into overlapping blocks of sizeM, shifted by one. For instance, ifM = 10,

then the first block, B1, contains the ten genes with the lowest median expression in tissue t.

The second block, B2, contains genes 2 through 11 inclusive. The third block contains genes

3 through 12 inclusive and so on, until reaching the block with samples nt − 9 through nt

inclusive. In an experiment withG genes, there areG−M+ 1 blocks, where block b consists

of genes b through b+M− 1.

On a correlation matrix heatmap with genes sorted by expression level, these blocks of genes

correspond with blocks of sizeM×M along the diagonal. We record the median co-expression

of the upper triangle within theseM×M blocks. Equivalently, this is the median co-expression

among all discordant pairs of genes within each block.

ρ(t)med,Bb = med
(
ρ(t)b(b+1), ρ

(t)
b(b+2), . . . , ρ

(t)
b(b+M−1), ρ

(t)
(b+1)(b+2) . . . , ρ

(t)
(b+M−2)(b+M−1)

)

The first measure, ρ(t)med, is relatively intuitive but lacks the granularity necessary to capture the

association between spurious correlations and expression levels. If spurious correlations only arise

among lowly or highly expressed genes, then the median correlation across all discordant pairs
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of genes may still be close to zero. For instance, in Figure 3.1c, ρ(skin)med = 0.0021 among male

samples. However, this median is much lower than the co-expressions observed among lowly and

highly expressed genes, many of which exceed 0.5. Even among female samples in Figure 3.1d,

ρ(skin)med = 0.2731, which likewise does not adequately describe how co-expressions vary with

expression levels.

The second and third measures, ρ(t)med,j and ρ
(t)
med,Bb , provide relatively more granularity and allow

for co-expression analysis based on expression level. As a result, these latter two measures can be

visualized against gene expression to identify patterns that may be helpful for adjusting data for

spurious correlations. Since blocking restricts both genes in each pairing to have similar expression

levels, the third measure using blocks should more readily capture scenarios where spurious correlations

arise near the diagonal of the sorted correlation matrix than the second measure.

In Figure 3.2, we present the co-expression data from Figure 3.1 for skin samples using the median

co-expression associated with each gene, ρ(skin)med,j , and using the median co-expression within blocks,

ρ(skin)med,Bb , for blocks of sizesM = 5 andM = 10. In each plot, we show the corresponding measure

against median expression in male samples using qsmooth values on the log2 scale. In the case of

blocks, we use the median expression for that block’s central gene(s). This is equivalent to taking the

median among the block’s genes’ median expressions.

As expected, blocking yields results that are more strongly associated with expression levels.

In particular, blocking more aptly captures the high co-expression among genes that are lowly

expressed and among genes that are highly expressed. Using the median co-expression for each gene

does not capture this as well, especially among highly expressed genes. For this reason, we use the

median co-expression within blocks as our measure of co-expression in our analysis. While blocks of

sizeM = 5 andM = 10 yield similar visualizations, we useM = 10 due to its stronger smoothing

effect.
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Figure 3.2: Different approaches for capturing co-expression across Y chromosome genes, using qsmooth
values on the log2 scale. The top subfigure displays ρ

(skin)
med,j for all genes j = 1, . . . , 56. The middle subfigure

displays ρ(skin)med,Bb
for blocks of sizeM = 5, yielding blocks b = 1, . . . , 52. The bottom subfigure displays

ρ(skin)med,Bb
for blocks of sizeM = 10, yielding blocks b = 1, . . . , 47. Genes are sorted based on their median

expression in male skin samples, but results and loess trends are otherwise stratified by sex. The dashed line
and corresponding percentile indicate howmany genes or blocks’ central genes have a median expression less

than or equal to 1 among male skin samples.

3.2.4 Statistical Tests

In addition to properly capturing co-expression patterns in RNA-seq data, it is often necessary to

perform statistical tests to determine the significance of these co-expressions. In particular, spurious

correlations that seem to arise could simply be due to random chance or noise, especially in cases

where correlations are unlikely but biologically possible, as with tissue-specific genes in non-target
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tissues. In these cases, we need to use a statistical test to determine how likely the apparent co-expression

could be generated due to noise alone when no co-expression is truly present.

Consider that the three co-expression measures discussed in Section 3.2.3 all use correlation.

While one can use a t-test for Pearson correlation when data are bivariate normal, that normality

assumption will often not be appropriate for RNA-seq expression values. In particular, raw expression

values will often be zero-inflated, which will likewise impact normalized values, such as those from

qsmooth. Additionally, we are generally interested in detecting significant correlations in groups for

which the gene should be lowly or not expressed (e.g., females for Y chromosome genes, tissues for

genes that are specific to a different tissue, etc.). In these samples, we reasonably expect expression

values to be relatively small counts and to have relatively narrow ranges. Thus, instead of relying on

an approximate test with inappropriate normality assumptions, we use permutation tests to exactly

assess the significance of a given co-expression measure. While we use Pearson correlation, the same

approaches discussed here are appropriate for performing exact tests of co-expression measures that

use Spearman’s rank correlation instead.

We perform a permutation test in the following steps:

1. Identify the genes of interest (e.g., Y chromosome genes, tissue-specific genes for a particular

tissue) and the samples of interest (e.g., male, female, target tissue, non-target tissues).

2. Subset the original experiment to the genes and samples of interest.

3. Sort the genes by their median expression in samples for which expression and co-expression

values are most biologically meaningful (e.g., male samples for Y chromosome genes, target

tissue samples for tissue-specific genes). These samples may be distinct from those in the

subset from Step 2.

4. Record the observed measure(s) of choice for co-expression in the subset: ρ(t)med for the entire

subset, ρ(t)med,j for each gene j, or ρ
(t)
med,Bb for each block b. Denote the set of observed test
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statistics as S∗ = {S∗1 , S∗2, . . . }. This set is of length 1 if using ρ
(t)
med, length G if using ρ(t)med,j,

or lengthG−M+ 1 if using ρ(t)med,Bb .

5. Perform L permutations. For each permutation, ℓ:

(a) Permute the expression values within-gene for all genes in the subset. Note that the

ordering of genes based on median expression does not change from the observed data.

(b) Record the corresponding co-expression measure from Step 4 for the permuted data:

ρ(t)med for the entire permuted subset, ρ(t)med,j for each gene j, or ρ
(t)
med,Bb for each block b.

Denote the set of the test statistics from permutation ℓ as Sℓ = {Sℓ1, Sℓ2, . . . }.

6. Under the null hypothesis that there is no co-expression between genes, the expected value

of S∗i is zero. Therefore, for each observed test statistic, calculate an empirical p-value as

the proportion of corresponding permuted test statistics that are at least as far from zero

in absolute value as the observed statistic:

pi =
∑L

ℓ=1 I(|Sℓi| ≥ |S∗i |)
L

For a small number of genes,G, it may be feasible to perform every possible permutation. However,

in most cases, this will not be computationally practical. Instead, we randomly select L permutations

to perform. If an investigator is concerned about controlling the probability of a Type 1 Error across

multiple test statistics, then they may control the family-wise error rate (FWER) with an approach

like the Bonferroni correction, or control the false discovery rate (FDR) with an approach like the

Benjamini-Hochberg method [15].

In some cases, many of the observed test statistics may be highly significant. That is, if the number

of permutations, L, is not large enough or if the observed results are highly extreme, then many

p-values may be zero. In these cases, if an investigator still wants to assess the relative extremity of
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results across different genes or blocks, then they may calculate a t-statistic for each observed test

statistic in S∗ based on the permuted results as:

t-stati =
S∗i − 0
σ̂i

=
S∗i
σ̂i

where σ̂i is the estimated standard deviation of S∗i under the null, based on the permuted results:

σ̂i =

√√√√ 1
L

L∑
ℓ=1

(Sℓi − 0)2 =

√√√√ 1
L

L∑
ℓ=1

S2ℓi

3.3 Results

We focused on analyzing gene co-expression in nine tissues: kidney cortex, minor salivary gland,

spleen, liver, pancreas, stomach, thyroid, lung, and skin. These tissues represent a wide range of

different sample sizes and all have tissue-specific genes associated with them. The sample sizes and

number of tissue-specific genes for each tissue are displayed in Table 3.1. Additionally, we use 56

genes from the Y chromosome in the analysis.

3.3.1 Y Chromosome Genes

We show the median co-expression of Y chromosome genes in samples from each tissue using

qsmooth expression values on the log2 scale in Figure 3.3. For this, we use blocks of 10 genes, which

corresponds with the third measure, ρ(t)med,Bb , in Section 3.2.3.

While the exact associations between co-expression and expression vary by tissue, there are several

common traits. For each tissue, the highest median co-expression within blocks occurs for lowly

expressed genes, often reaching values between 0.5 and 1 for females and around 0.25 for males.

As expression levels increase, the median co-expression within blocks initially decreases, but then
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Table 3.1: Sample sizes for each tissue regarding the number of male samples, female samples, samples from
that tissue, samples from all remaining tissues, and the number of genes specific to that tissue with

multiplicity equal to one for the subset of tissues analyzed. Additionally, there are 56 genes specific to the Y
chromosome in our analysis.

Tissue Male
Sample
Size

Female
Sample
Size

Target
Tissue

Sample Size

Non-target
Tissue

Sample Size

Number of
Tissue-specific

Genes
Kidney Cortex 28 8 36 2098 215

Minor Salivary Gland 46 24 70 2064 131
Spleen 69 49 118 2016 683
Liver 92 45 137 1997 600

Pancreas 115 78 193 1941 257
Stomach 117 87 204 1930 103
Thyroid 224 131 355 1779 183
Lung 238 122 360 1774 109
Skin 428 233 661 1473 428

increases back up as the blocks include the most highly expressed genes. For all tissues except for

the minor salivary gland, female samples exhibit co-expressions levels as high or higher than those

for male samples across all expression levels. In the minor salivary gland, the median co-expression

within blocks for females dips slightly below that for males for highly expressed genes.

The most distinctive behavior occurs in kidney cortex samples. Here, the median co-expression

within blocks for females starts very high, with values near 1, and steadily decreases until plateauing

around 0.5 for highly expressed genes. This contrasts with the generally parabolic trend seen in

other tissues. Additionally, kidney cortex samples exhibit the largest difference in co-expression

levels between female and male samples. This is likely attributable the very small female sample size

for the kidney cortex.

By only analyzing qsmooth expression values, it is difficult to ascertain whether these co-expression

patterns are attributable to technical artifacts in the data, the normalization process, or both. Therefore,

we display the same results as shown in Figure 3.3, but for the raw expression data on the log2

scale, in Figure 3.4. These raw data were subject to the same preprocessing steps in Section 3.2.2,
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Figure 3.3: ρ(t)med,Bb
across Y chromosome genes for blocks of sizeM = 10, using qsmooth expression values

on the log2 scale. Genes are sorted based on their median expression in male samples for the given tissue, but
results and loess trends are otherwise stratified by sex. The dashed line and corresponding percentile indicate
howmany blocks’ central genes have a median expression less than or equal to 1 for that tissue among male

samples.

except that they were not normalized using qsmooth. For these raw data, some genes had constant

expression across all samples of interest. For example, 14 genes on the Y chromosome had zero

expression for all female skin samples. These constantly expressed genes induce NA co-expression

values because the standard deviations of their raw expression levels are zero. Therefore, we exclude

such constantly expressed genes from the co-expression analysis and note the number of constantly

expressed genes for each sex in each tissue in Figure 3.4.

We note several large discrepancies for these raw data results relative to the qsmooth results.

Using raw expression, lowly expressed genes exhibit co-expression levels that are much closer to

zero. This holds for both sexes in most tissues, with the main exceptions being female kidney cortex,
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minor salivary gland, and liver samples, which still exhibit moderate to high co-expression among

lowly expressed genes. This is likely driven, in part, by their small sample sizes. For female samples in

general, co-expression levels tend to be near zero except for among highly expressed genes. Additionally,

among genes that are not lowly expressed, male samples now exhibit higher co-expression levels

than female samples in every tissue. This suggests that qsmooth, for which females exhibit higher

co-expression levels than males in Figure 3.3, effectively reverses the association between co-expression

and sex for Y chromosome genes in the raw data. Lastly, for males, the association between co-expression

and expression levels when using raw data is increasing and nearly linear in each tissue, in contrast to

the more parabolic association that appears in the qsmooth data.
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Figure 3.4: ρ(t)med,Bb
across Y chromosome genes for blocks of sizeM = 10, using raw expression values on the

log2 scale. Genes are sorted based on their median expression in male samples for the given tissue, but results
and loess trends are otherwise stratified by sex. The dashed line and corresponding percentile indicate how
many blocks’ central genes have a median expression less than or equal to 1 for that tissue among male

samples. The number of genes with raw expressions values of zero for all samples in the pertinent tissue/sex
stratum are noted. The resulting NA correlations that they introduce are excluded from analysis.
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In addition to visualizing patterns, we can also assess the significance of these co-expressions

using formal statistical tests. For Y chromosome genes, it is not vital to assess the significance of

co-expressions in female because any co-expression is known to be a false positive due to the underlying

biology. However, it may still be helpful to use statistical tests to assess the relative extremity of

co-expressions in the female samples compared to male samples. In Figure 3.5, we present the results

from the permutation tests for median co-expressions within blocks from Section 3.2.4, using 250

permutations and the qsmooth data.

We find results that are largely consistent with those noted previously. Virtually all median

co-expressions within blocks for female samples have empirical p-values equal to or near zero, with

the primary exception occurring in the minor salivary gland. In contrast, the empirical p-values for

males tend to be near zero only for highly expressed genes.

The corresponding t-statistics calculated from the permutation tests reinforce these findings. The

t-statistics for median co-expressions in female samples are on par with, or more extreme than, the

t-statistics for male samples across most tissues and most expression levels. The primary exceptions

occur in the minor salivary gland, spleen, and skin where the t-statistics for male samples are slightly

more extreme for highly expressed genes. Additionally, the t-statistics exhibit a similar parabolic

trend as seen for median co-expressions within blocks in Figure 3.3. That is, relatively extreme

t-statistics tend to occur for lowly and highly expressed genes, with a dip in the middle.

We do not perform a correction to control the Type 1 Error rate here because many, if not all,

p-values are exactly zero in every tissue. In this case, a correction will generally preserve these p-values

as zero and not meaningfully change the results. We display the percentage of empirical p-values

equal to zero for each tissue for the Y chromosome genes in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: The percentage of empirical p-values that are equal to zero for the permutation tests of median
co-expressions within blocks of 10 Y chromosome genes, using log2 qsmooth expression values.

Tissue Male Female
Kidney Cortex 21.3 97.9

Minor Salivary Gland 40.4 80.9
Spleen 34.0 83.0
Liver 46.8 93.6

Pancreas 53.2 100
Stomach 44.7 93.6
Thyroid 59.6 100
Lung 55.3 100
Skin 72.3 100

3.3.2 Tissue-specific Genes

We now compare the associations between co-expression and expression for tissue-specific genes

when using both qsmooth and raw data. We show the median co-expression of tissue-specific genes

in blocks of 10 when using qsmooth expression values in Figure 3.6a and when using raw expression

values in Figure 3.6b, both on the log2 scale. In the presence of no spurious correlations, we expect

that the co-expression values among non-target tissues should be relatively close to zero across all

expression levels. However, we do not find this in practice for all tissues.

Genes specific to the kidney cortex, liver, stomach, thyroid, and lung all appear to have relatively

weak signals of spurious correlations when using qsmooth data. Their co-expression levels among

non-target tissues stay near zero across all expression levels. However, minor salivary gland, spleen,

pancreas, and skin all have tissue-specific genes whose co-expression levels suggest the presence

of spurious correlations. In particular, spleen is the only tissue whose genes tend to have higher

co-expression among non-target tissue samples than among target samples themselves.

In contrast, when using raw data, every set of tissue-specific genes exhibits at least some moderately

strong co-expressions in non-target tissues. This suggests that for some tissues, qsmooth normalization
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may help mitigate spurious correlations for tissue-specific genes. However, this normalization may

also mitigate correlations within target tissues as well. For example, the qsmooth data appear to

weaken the co-expressions of spleen-specific genes in spleen samples themselves, mostly among

highly expressed genes. The same behavior occurs in thyroid-specific genes, which likewise have

weaker co-expressions in thyroid samples when using qsmooth data compared to raw data.

We display the empirical p-values from the permutation tests of tissue-specific genes within

blocks in Figure 3.7a. Every tissue has a majority of p-values equal to or near zero for both target

and non-target samples, suggesting the presence of many significant spurious correlations for every

set of tissue-specific genes. However, certain sets of tissue-specific genes, particularly those for

the spleen and skin, more consistently yield extremely low p-values for non-target samples. The

t-statistics in Figure 3.7b reinforce this finding. The t-statistics are generally extreme for both target

and non-target samples for every set of genes. However, the t-statistics for blocks of spleen- and

skin-specific genes are relatively extreme in non-target samples compared to those for other tissues.

As with the results for Y chromosome genes in Section 3.3.1, we do not perform a correction

for the p-values reported here because many, if not all, p-values are exactly zero in every tissue. We

display the percentage of empirical p-values equal to zero for each set of tissue-specific genes in Table

3.3.

3.4 Discussion and Conclusion

Researchers commonly use RNA-seq data to study co-expression among genes, but these data may

contain spurious correlations in addition to true co-expressions of biological interest. It is important

for investigators to be cognizant of these spurious correlations, to identify them, and to adjust their

data as necessary. We have explored the presence of these spurious correlations in the 6.0 release of

the GTEx data set for two different types of genes: those on the Y chromosome and those specific
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Table 3.3: The percentage of empirical p-values that are equal to zero for the permutation tests
corresponding with blocks of 10 tissue-specific genes, when using log2 qsmooth expression values.

Tissue Target Tissue Other Tissues
Kidney Cortex 77.2 70.4

Minor Salivary Gland 78.7 83.6
Spleen 57.0 98.5
Liver 99.2 84.6

Pancreas 85.5 91.5
Stomach 100 83.0
Thyroid 94.8 73.6
Lung 65.0 68.0
Skin 93.3 100

to a particular tissue. We have done this both for raw expression values and values which have been

normalized using qsmooth, a common normalization procedure for heterogeneous data sets.

As part of the identification and characterization of these spurious correlations, an investigator

must both choose a measure of co-expression among genes and a hypothesis test to assess the significance

of that co-expression. We have presented three different measures of co-expression. We advocated

for using the median co-expression in blocks of genes when sorted by their median expression

because spurious correlations appear to be more prominent among genes of comparable expression

levels. To assess the significance of these measures, we proposed permutation tests that can yield

both empirical p-values and t-statistics, which may be useful for comparing results when many

empirical p-values are exactly zero.

We first focused on analyzing the co-expression of Y chromosome genes because these genes

should objectively have no co-expression in female samples. It is possible for technical issues associated

with sequencing, such as mismapping, to induce these spurious correlations. If these spurious

correlations are weak and rare in a given experiment, then they may be of relatively little concern.

However, across genes on the Y chromosome, we find clear evidence of statistically significant

correlations in female samples and that this result is largely consistent across various tissues. Often,
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these co-expression measures are stronger and more significant than those for male samples, for

which these co-expression measures should capture true signal. Additionally, it appears that qsmooth

normalization exacerbates these spurious correlations relative to the raw data. Thus, these spurious

correlations may not only arise due to technical issues with sequencing procedures, but also because

of normalization procedures that take place during analysis.

We also analyzed tissue-specific genes, which should co-express in their target tissue but less so

in other tissues. Results vary more by tissue for these genes than for Y chromosome genes. This

suggests that both the genes and tissues analyzed in an experiment are important for determining

the presence of spurious correlations. Using permutation tests, we find that every set of tissue-specific

genes has highly significant spurious correlations. While some of these correlations are relatively

weak in signal, they are weak across thousands of non-target samples, making them extreme compared

to what would be likely under the null in which no spurious correlations exist. Additionally, the

impact of qsmooth normalization on the spurious correlations appears to differ by tissue. qsmooth

normalization slightly exacerbates the spurious correlations in spleen-specific genes but mitigates the

presence of spurious correlations in genes specific to the other tissues. Despite this, many of these

spurious correlations for tissue-specific genes are still highly significant and indicate that the data

require further adjustment.

It is worth noting that a limitation of analyzing tissue-specific genes is how a researcher defines

them. While we use an objective and established definition [77], other investigators may use different

definitions [37]. Therefore, it is possible that “tissue-specific” genes could have true co-expressions

among tissue to which they are not specific, depending on one’s definition. Considering this,

genes on the Y chromosome provide a more objective setting in which spurious correlations can

be assessed.

Our analysis suggests that investigators need to check their data for spurious correlations and

adjust their data as necessary. While we do not present methods for adjusting data in detail, it is
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important to note that approaches will typically be context-dependent. When non-zero expression

values are definitively known to be spurious, such as those for Y chromosome genes in female samples,

an investigator could consider a simple approach like eliminating the corresponding read counts.

However, this same approach would not necessarily be appropriate when handling tissue-specific

genes which, depending on their definition, could truly express in samples other than their target

tissue. In such cases, an investigator may need to use a more sophisticated approach, such as Count

Adjustment to Improve the Modeling of Association-based Networks (CAIMAN) [37], which uses

an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [22] to distinguish expressed and non-expressed genes

within each tissue to determine which counts to eliminate.

Our findings strongly suggest that spurious correlations arise for various sets of genes in different

tissues. Investigators need to utilize appropriate measures and statistical tests to assess the presence

of these spurious correlations. These steps are vital to avoiding false positives in any co-expression

analysis. Additionally, researchers must give careful consideration to any normalization procedure

they use, as it may either mitigate or exacerbate spurious correlations depending on the context.
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Figure 3.5: Permutation test results for ρ(t)med,Bb
across Y chromosome genes for blocks of sizeM = 10, using

qsmooth expression values on the log2 scale. Results include (a) empirical p-values and (b) t-statistics. Genes
are sorted based on their median expression in male samples for the given tissue, but results and loess trends
are otherwise stratified by sex. The dashed line and corresponding percentile indicate howmany blocks’

central genes have a median expression less than or equal to 1 for that tissue among male samples.
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Figure 3.6: ρ(t)med,Bb
across tissue-specific genes for blocks of sizeM = 10, using (a) qsmooth expression values

and (b) raw expression values, both on the log2 scale. Genes are sorted based on their median expression in the
target tissue samples, but results and loess trends are otherwise stratified by target tissue status. The dashed
line and corresponding percentile indicate howmany blocks’ central genes have a median expression less than

or equal to 1 in the target tissue.
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Figure 3.7: Permutation test results for ρ(t)med,Bb
across tissue-specific genes for blocks of sizeM = 10, using

qsmooth expression values on the log2 scale. Results include (a) empirical p-values and (b) t-statistics. Genes
are sorted based on their median expression in the target tissue samples, but results and loess trends are

otherwise stratified by target tissue status. The dashed line and corresponding percentile indicate howmany
blocks’ central genes have a median expression less than or equal to 1 in the target tissue.
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A
Supplemental Material for Automated

Selection of Changepoints using Empirical

P-values and Trimming (ASCEPT)

A.1 Review of Offline Changepoint Detection

Researchers have created various methods for offline changepoint detection over the years. We

briefly review the most relevant approaches here. In addition, [80] contains a more extensive review.

In our application for identifying changepoints in mHealth data, we are concerned with performing

offline changepoint detection for an unknown number of changepoints that primarily reflect

mean-shifts in a time series. This is a common scenario for changepoint analysis and appears reasonable

for mobile health research in particular.

In offline changepoint detection, the goal is typically to perform an optimization. In many cases,

one will make a parametric assumption about the data, such as assuming normality. Additionally,

all observations between two changepoints, which form a “segment,” will be assumed to follow
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the same distribution, while those in segments separated by changepoints may follow different

distributions, such as normal distributions with different means. Many detection algorithms identify

changepoints by minimizing a cost function (e.g., negative log-likelihood) subject to a penalty

for introducing additional changepoints to prevent overfitting. There are methods that provide

approximate, or locally optimal, results as well as those that provide exact, or globally optimal,

results. While approximate methods do not guarantee a globally optimal result, they typically offer

lower computational complexities.

One of the most popular approximate methods is binary segmentation. Binary segmentation

effectively considers splitting a time series of observations, y1, . . . , yT for times t = 1, . . . ,T,

into two subsegments by identifying a changepoint at time τ. To do this, the method first defines

a cost function, C(·), and sets τ = argmint∈{1,...,T}[C(y1, . . . , yt) + C(yt+1, . . . , yT)]. Here, the

cost function may be something like the negative log-likelihood, if assuming a parametric model.

If one wishes to detect multiple changepoints, then one can run this minimization again on each

subsegment, one from t = 1 to t = τ and the other from t = τ + 1 to t = T. This process repeats

until some stopping criterion is met. The primary advantage of this approach is its relatively low

computational complexity ofO(n log n)when considering a series of n observations [45].

Other approximate approaches have built off of binary segmentation. These include Circular

Binary Segmentation (CBS) [61], which allows for detection of two changepoints at a time, and

Wild Binary Segmentation (WBS) [25], which randomly draws and checks segments. Though CBS

is approximate, ASCEPT uses similar principles. For instance, CBS generates empirical p-values to

iteratively assess potential changepoints, retaining those found to be significant. It then prunes or

trims, the set of significant changepoints to remove those within linear trends. ASCEPT follows

comparable principles but uses different implementations at each step.

There is also a number of exact methods for multiple changepoint detection. However, these

generally suffer from relatively high computational complexities compared to approximate methods.
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For instance, the Segment Neighborhood method [13] hasO(mn2) complexity for a time series of

length nwithm changepoints. Likewise, the Optimal Partitioning algorithm hasO(n2) computational

complexity [39]. The method that we consider to be the state-of-the-art is Pruned Exact Linear

Time (PELT), a modified version of the Optimal Partitioning algorithm that is capable of running

inO(n) time under certain assumptions [45]. Consider detectingm changepoints, τ1, . . . , τm, with

1 ≤ τ1 < · · · < τm ≤ n − 1. We define τ0 = 0, τm+1 = n for the purpose of segmenting all of the

data. For a cost function, C(·), PELT performs the minimization:

min
m,τ1,...,τm

m+1∑
i=1

[
C(yτi−1+1, . . . , yτi)

]
+ βf(m) (A.1)

where f(m) is a penalty based on the number of changepoints and β is a multiplier on the penalty.

PELT is often used with a penalty that is linear in the number of changepoints, βf(m) = βm.

Under this condition, we can equivalently write Equation 1 as:

min
m,τ1,...,τm

m+1∑
i=1

[
C(yτi−1+1, . . . , yτi) + β

]
(A.2)

PELT solves this optimization problem using dynamic programming in a similar manner to Optimal

Partitioning [39], but is able to obtain its considerable speed-up by pruning the space over which

it searches for changepoints. Namely, consider the scenario where the cost function is defined to

be the negative log-likelihood associated with a segment. Likewise consider indices t and swhere

t < s < T, letting Tt denote the set of possible changepoints to be detected over indices 1,…,t and

likewise for Ts. In the case where:[
min
m,Tt

m+1∑
i=1

[
C(yτi−1+1, . . . , yτi) + β

]]
+ C(yt, . . . , ys) ≥

[
min
m,Ts

m+1∑
i=1

[
C(yτi−1+1, . . . , yτi) + β

]]
(A.3)

t cannot be the last optimal changepoint prior to T [45]. Under certain regularity conditions,
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notably that the expected number of changepoints increases linearly with n, this approach can

achieve a complexity ofO(n). In the worst case, PELT has the same computational complexity as

Optimal Partitioning,O(n2).

The main difficulty with using PELT is the specification of the penalty constant, β. Selecting

β is often non-intuitive. To help with this, the Changepoints for a Range of PenaltieS (CROPS)

algorithm offers an efficient approach for running PELT under many different values of β. In

particular, CROPS identifies all of the different sets of changepoints detected as one varies β between

a chosen βmin and βmax [34]. CROPS takes advantage of the fact that many different penalty constants

will yield the same results under PELT. For instance, if a chosen β yields the set of changepoints T,

then increasing or decreasing β by a small amount will often not lead to PELT detecting fewer or

more changepoints. Using CROPS, one needs to run PELT a maximum ofm(βmin)−m(βmax) + 2

times wherem(β) refers to the number of changepoints detected under penalty constant β.

Running CROPS on PELT allows an investigator to explore the results from PELT under many

different penalties. However, this approach still suffers from some practical challenges. For example,

CROPS gives an investigator the results of many runs of PELT but does not provide any indication

as to which set of changepoints is the “best” set among those runs. The investigator has to manually

determine which set is the most appropriate for their data. Thus, we need an approach for selecting

an optimal set among those presented by CROPS. This is especially difficult to formalize when

investigating multiple time series, such as what we encountered in our analysis of mHealth data

from the Precision VISSTA study. There is clearly a need for a rigorous approach for selecting a final

set of changepoints in this context. This is the primary motivation for ASCEPT.
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Figure A.1: The daily median total sleep from the Precision VISSTA study and the corresponding number
of contributing observations each day.

A.2 Additional Results for Various Trimming Thresholds

In the main manuscript, we present the results of ASCEPT when using a trimming threshold of 1.2.

However, it is important to note that our specific results depended on this selected threshold value.

We investigated which changepoints ASCEPT retained or trimmed when varying the trimming

threshold for the simulated time series data (Supplementary Figure A.2). We found that any trimming
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threshold between 1.13 and 1.20 inclusive yielded the same final set of changepoints while a trimming

threshold greater than 1.20 trimmed out the changepoints from Stage 1 of ASCEPT at indices

699 and 700, thereby introducing false negatives. Decreasing the trimming threshold below 1.13

resulted in ASCEPT retaining multiple changepoints initially detected within the seasonal pattern

between indices 401 and 600 inclusive, thereby introducing nuisance changepoints. Overall, this

analysis shows that, while results are fairly robust across multiple trimming thresholds, it is important

to choose an appropriate value in order to avoid either removing or retaining too many changepoints.
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Figure A.2: The simulated time series with ASCEPT changepoints initially detected, using a 0.01
significance level and 10,000Monte Carlo simulations, trimmed at various thresholds. All changepoints are
retained at a threshold of 1, and all are removed by a threshold of 1.5. Thresholds between 1.13 and 1.2

inclusive all yield the same results as a threshold of 1.2, as used in the main manuscript.
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A.3 Additional Precision VISSTAResults for ASCEPT and CBS

In Supplementary Figures A.3 and A.4, we present the results for both ASCEPT and CBS on

different variables from the Precision VISSTA study, excluding those in Figure 1.5 of the main text.

Across the different variables, we found that ASCEPT generally outperformed CBS at identifying

mean-shifts in the data, especially those lasting only one day, and at trimming changepoints within

linear and seasonal trends.

While ASCEPT performed well when applied to these various time series, we identified one

exception when investigating the awake variable, depicted in Supplementary Figure A.3c. Here,

both ASCEPT and CBS missed four relevant changepoints. In the case of ASCEPT, reducing the

trimming threshold to 1.15 resulted in the method capturing two of these changepoints. Interestingly,

the behavior of this variable was nearly identical to the times woken variable, on which ASCEPT

performed well (see Figure 1.5c in the main text). This indicates that small changes in a series can

sometimes yield fairly different results in the final set of identified changepoints. We note that

changing the trimming threshold to 1.15 also introduced several nuisance changepoints in the series

of times woken, emphasizing the importance of considering multiple trimming thresholds.

A.4 Additional Results for Segment Correction

The main text’s segment correction analysis used a fitting threshold of 1.75. A linear or harmonic

regression was deemed the best fit to a segment only if the ratio of the constant fit’s RMSE to the

best corresponding linear regression or harmonic regression’s RMSE was greater than this fitting

threshold. Supplementary Figures A.5 and A.6 show the results when using 1.50 and 1.25 as fitting

thresholds, respectively.

The results did not change appreciably when performing segment correction using the ASCEPT-identified

changepoints. The only difference was that under fitting thresholds of 1.50 and 1.25, the segment
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Figure A.3: Comparison of ASCEPT with CBS for (a) median light sleep, (b) median total sleep, and (c)
median time awake at night.

from indices 50 to 60 was incorrectly identified to be best fit with a harmonic regression, rather

than a constant fit. This segment was therefore transformed slightly differently than it was in Figure
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Figure A.4: Comparison of ASCEPT with CBS for (a) median time active, (b) median calories burned, (c)
median distance walked, and (d) median steps.

1.6c. Despite this change, the transformed series under ASCEPT changepoints still appeared to be

normally distributed noise without any mean-shifts. Supplementary Figures A.5a, A.5c, A.6a, and
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A.6c show these results.

For CBS, the linear and seasonal trends were more appropriately modeled using the smaller

fitting thresholds, as shown in Supplementary Figures A.5b, A.5d, A.6b, and A.6d. In particular,

along the segment corresponding to the seasonal trend, the best fit was now a harmonic regression.

Since all segments are scaled to match the residual standard error of this chosen reference segment,

the transformed series in Supplementary Figures A.5d and A.6d had smaller spreads than that

shown in Figure 1.6d, where the best fit for this segment was identified as a constant trend. However,

there were still some issues with the segment correction due to CBS’ misidentification of the relevant

changepoints. There were clear residual mean-shifts, including linear trends between indices 201

and 400 and the single-point segment at index 700.

Overall, we found that, while this correction procedure was somewhat sensitive to the chosen

fitting threshold, the accurately identified ASCEPT changepoints were more robust to the choice of

threshold and yielded more ideal downstream results compared to the less accurate CBS changepoints.
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Figure A.5: The results of performing segment correcting using a 1.50 fitting threshold. (a) The best model
fits using ASCEPT changepoints. (b) The best model fits using CBS changepoints. (c) The corrected series

using ASCEPT changepoints. (d) The corrected series using CBS changepoints.
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Figure A.6: The results of performing segment correction using a 1.25 fitting threshold. (a) The best model
fits using ASCEPT changepoints. (b) The best model fits using CBS changepoints. (c) The corrected series

using ASCEPT changepoints. (d) The corrected series using CBS changepoints.
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B
Supplemental Material for Detection and

Statistical Inference for Differential Binding

Sites

B.1 Additional Details for Data Generation and Processing

B.1.1 Additional Details for the Simulated Data

We used a modified version of the simulation study presented in [53]. The study implemented two

different styles of simulations. One represents relatively narrow or sharp binding events associated

with TFs. The other represents relatively broad and complex DB events associated with histones and

HMs.

For TFs, we simulated 20,000 binding sites that were 10,000-20,000 base pairs apart on a single

chromosome. Each binding event consisted of a single peak that was 200 base pairs wide, corresponding

with a binding site in the center of the peak and an extension of 100 base pairs in either direction

to reflect the average fragment length. Of these sites, 1,000 were DB sites and the remaining were
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non-DB, or null, sites. For every sample in experimental group g, the count at site kwas sampled

from a negative binomial distribution with mean μkg and dispersion factor φk. Table B.1 lists the

values of μk1 and μk2 for different sites. The means for DB sites were balanced as to avoid the need

for normalization. Dispersion factors were sampled from an inverse scaled chi squared distribution

with scaling factor τ2 = 1
4 and degrees of freedom ν = 20, φk ∼

1
4 ·20
χ220

= 5
χ220

. The negative binomial

count was distributed across the 200 base pair interval according to a Beta(2,2) distribution to

provide a smooth binding profile.

Table B.1: Means for samples in each experimental group for the TF simulations.

Site Type μk1 μk2 Number of Sites
DB 112 16 10
DB 84 16 10
DB 56 16 480
DB 16 112 10
DB 16 84 10
DB 16 56 480

Non-DB 36 36 19,000

For HMs or complex DB events, we again simulated 20,000 binding sites that were 10,000-20,000

base pairs apart on a single chromosome. Again, 1,000 were DB sites and the remaining were non-DB,

or null, sites. Each binding event was 1,000 base pairs wide and contained three overlapping subintervals,

each 500 base pairs wide and equally spaced. For every sample, the counts for every subinterval

at site iwere sampled from a negative binomial distribution with mean 30 and dispersion factor

φk. Counts for the three subintervals within the same sample at a given site were sampled with

correlation. The correlation between the first and second subintervals and between the second

and third subintervals was 0.5. The correlation between the first and third subinterval was 0.25. To

create DB sites, the read counts for one or two subintervals for every sample in one of the experimental

groups were reduced to zero. The samples in the other group were left unaltered. For 500 of the DB

sites, counts in the first group were eliminated, while in the other 500 DB sites, counts in the second
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group were eliminated. The balanced removal avoided the need for normalization. Dispersion

factors were sampled in the same manner as for the TF simulations. The counts for every subinterval

were distributed across the subinterval according to a Beta(2,2) distribution. The fragment length

was again set to 100 base pairs.

For both TF and HM simulations, background enrichment was added by sampling counts

for 2,000 base pair wide bins that partition the genome. The count for bin bwas sampled from a

negative binomial with mean μb and dispersion factor φb. μb was sampled from a Unif(10,25) and

was the same across all samples. φb was sampled in the same manner as for the dispersion factors in

TF and HM sites. The counts for each bin were uniformly distributed across the bin.

We made multiple adjustments to the simulations. We were interested in comparing the performance

of different pipelines in the presence of relatively high and realistic biological variability. Therefore,

we adjusted the sampling of dispersion factors from an inverse chi squared distribution with no

scaling, φk ∼ 1
χ220

, to one with scaling to closely match dispersion factors estimated from the real

H3K4me3 ChIP-seq study [24]. This increased both the mean and variance of dispersion factors.

As a result, the mean and variance of the biological variances in simulated sites also increased.

However, increasing variability also increased the difficulty of the simulations. To keep the TF

simulations tractable, we increased the means used for sampling counts. The original means for

DB sites were 15 and 45, rather than 16 and 56, 84, or 112. Likewise, the mean for non-DB sites

was 30 rather than 36. We set 40 DB sites to have exceptionally high means of 84 or 112 so that the

pipelines could more easily identify some candidate regions as highly significant. Without these

relatively high means, pipelines produced very few candidate regions with reported FDRs below

0.2-0.4, which impacted inference results.

We introduced correlation into the HM simulations to match expectations for real experiments

more closely. The original simulation assumed counts for subintervals within the same sample and

site to be independent. The correlation of 0.5 between consecutive subintervals and the correlation
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of 0.25 between the first and third subinterval were chosen based on autocorrelation values observed

between windows along the genome in the H3K4me3 ChIP-seq study [24].

Some background sites induced moderately strong and consistent DB signals by random chance.

Therefore, we reduced the upper bound of the uniform distribution used to select means for background

counts from 50 to 25. While the background enrichment still added noise to the simulation study,

this reduction helped restrict the comparison of the different methods to the binding sites alone.

We included a larger experimental setup with 6 replicates in each group (6 vs. 6), in addition to

the original 2 vs. 2 experiment, to explore how results varied with sample size. We performed five

simulations for each experimental setup for each of the TF and HM simulations.

The original simulation study included a third simulation style, in which dispersion factors were

constant across all TF binding sites. However, we excluded this simulation since we are primarily

interested in the scenario where biological variability itself varies across sites.

B.1.2 Additional Details for theH3K4me3 Data

The original data were obtained from the Gene Expression Omnibus using accession GSE68952

[24]. Reads were aligned to the hg19 human reference genome using Bowtie 2 (v2.3.5.1) in single-end

mode [19, 49]. SAMtools (v1.10) was used to sort and index the BAM files [21]. No deduplication

was performed.

B.2 Additional Details forMethods

B.2.1 Reading, Filtering, andNormalizing

DB analysis begins with indexed and sorted BAM files reflecting the locations of a TF or HM along

a genome. The experiment must contain at least two replicates for each of the two groups, g ∈

{1, 2}. An investigator needs to first perform several initial steps common to DB approaches: reading
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in counts from the BAM files, filtering genomic intervals with low counts, and normalizing across

samples. DBFinder is largely agnostic to the decisions made regarding these stages of the analysis.

However, below we lay out some common procedures and recommendations for each of these.

More detailed discussions and comparisons of different filtering and normalization approaches can

be found in [52, 81, 59].

The current implementation of DBFinder reads BAM files using csaw’s sliding window approach

[54]. However, an investigator may use any method that slides a window of fixed genomic length,

typically on the order of tens or low hundreds of base pairs, along the genome in order to count

fragments overlapping with these windows. As the window slides, it shifts by a fixed amount, often

no larger than the window width such that neighboring windows overlap.

The investigator can then filter windows with relatively low counts across samples. This eliminates

windows that likely do not have any DB to avoid unnecessary computation. One may choose to

simply filter based on a chosen threshold for the sum of counts within a window across samples.

Alternately, one may choose a more advanced approach, such as comparing window-specific counts

to average background abundance [54].

One should then normalize the counts to account for possible biases and to ensure that counts

are comparable across samples. By default, DBFinder uses the trimmed mean of M values (TMM)

normalization [67] procedure on large bins across the genome, as implemented in csaw and edgeR

[54, 52, 66]. However, we also transform counts using Anscombe’s variance-stabilizing log transformation

[12]. Let φ̂ denote the estimate of the common dispersion across the experiment’s count assay

[68]. When we normalize raw counts, we add a value of 1
2φ̂ to each count. edgeR accounts for

the normalized library sizes of different samples when adding this value to the raw counts when

obtaining counts per million [66]. We then log-transform these normalized values using the natural

log, yielding yijr as used in the manuscript.
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B.2.2 Pipelines and Software for Detecting Differential Binding Sites

We compare DBFinder with two popular pipelines for detecting DB sites: csaw (v1.24.3) [54]

and DiffBind (v3.0.15) [78, 69]. DBFinder is available as an R package at https://github.com/

matthewquinn1/DBFinder. We performed analyses using R (v4.0.4) and Python 3 (v3.7.4) [63, 7].

We provide details on the parameter values used for each pipeline in the subsequent sections.

B.2.2.1 csaw

csaw uses a sliding window approach to scan over the genome, recording read counts within each

window. For TF simulations, we set the window to be 10 base pairs wide and to shift 10 base pairs

at a time. For HM simulations and the analysis of H3K4me3, we set the window to be 150 base

pairs wide and to shift 10 base pairs at a time. The fragment length is set to 100 base pairs for all

simulations and is estimated as 127 base pairs for the analysis of H3K4me3. We do not deduplicate

when counting reads. We filter out windows that average fewer than 5 counts per sample in all

analyses. For the analysis of H3K4me3, we additionally filter out reads with a mapping quality score

below 10 and reads in areas specified by ENCODE’s blacklist (version 3) for the hg19 assembly

[3, 9]. The steps up to this point are also used for DBFinder.

csaw then filters again by removing windows with low enrichment relative to the background,

based on large background bins. These bins are 2,000 base pairs wide for the simulations and 10,000

base pairs wide for the analysis of H3K4me3. In the analysis of H3K4me3, we additionally normalize

using edgeR’s TMM normalization and 10,000 base pair wide background bins. The csaw procedure

for the original simulation used a filtering approach based on relative abundance whose implementation

has since changed. Therefore, we updated its relative abundance filtering in accordance with csaw’s

user guide [52]. For all simulations, we set it such that windows must have a fold change enrichment

of two over global background to be incorporated into candidate regions. For the real data analysis
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of H3K4me3, we set this threshold to a fold change of four because a fold change of two does not

remove any additional windows beyond the initial filtering step.

csaw then uses edgeR’s quasi-likelihood F-test [66, 56] to perform the DB analysis, obtaining

a p-value for the DB effect associated with each window individually. Windows within 100 base

pairs of each other are merged into candidate regions. Regions are broken up if they exceed 5,000

base pairs in width. The p-values of the windows within a given candidate region are aggregated

using Simes’ method [75] in order to obtain a combined p-value for that candidate region. Then, the

FDRs are calculated for the candidate regions using the Benjamini-Hochberg (BH) procedure [15].

B.2.2.2 DiffBind

DiffBind, unlike a sliding window approach, requires predefined regions of interest to be provided

for DB analysis. An investigator typically passes peaks detected by a ChIP-seq peak caller, such

as MACS/MACS2 [88], HOMER [35], or SICER [84] into DiffBind for this purpose. For all

analyses, we use MACS2 (v2.2.7.1) as the peak caller which reads with a fragment length of 100

base pairs for the simulations and 127 base pairs for the analysis of H3K4me3. DiffBind then reads

counts for the peaks, using the same fragment lengths as for MACS2. We do not deduplicate when

counting reads. For the analysis of H3K4me3, we additionally filter out reads with a mapping

quality score below 10 and reads in areas specified by ENCODE’s blacklist (version 3) for the hg19

assembly [3, 9].

DiffBind merges peaks that overlap within samples and across at least two samples into overall

consensus peaks, which serve as candidate regions with possible DB. The consensus peaks are centered

around consensus summits, which are then extended upstream and downstream by a specified

amount. For TF simulations, they were extended by 200 base pairs in either direction, yielding 400

base pair wide consensus peaks. For HM simulations and H3K4me3, they were extended by 500

base pairs in either direction, yielding 1,000 base pair wide consensus peaks. The original simulation
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used 200 base pair extensions for both TF and HM sites, but we chose a larger extension for HM

sites so that its consensus peaks are more comparable in size to the true HM binding events. In the

analysis of H3K4me3, we additionally normalize using edgeR’s TMM normalization and 10,000

base pair wide background bins. The pipeline then tests these consensus peaks for DB using either

DESeq2 [51] or edgeR [66, 56]. For consistency with csaw, we use edgeR’s quasi-likelihood F-test.

B.2.2.3 DBFinder

DBFinder starts with counting and initial filtering procedures identical to those for csaw for all

analyses. For TF simulations, we set the window to be 10 base pairs wide and to shift 10 base pairs

at a time. For HM simulations and the analysis of H3K4me3, we set the window to be 150 base

pairs wide and to shift 10 base pairs at a time. The fragment length is set to 100 base pairs for all

simulations and is estimated as 127 base pairs for the analysis of H3K4me3. We do not deduplicate

when counting reads. We filter out windows that average fewer than 5 counts per sample in all

analyses. For the analysis of H3K4me3, we additionally filter out reads with a mapping quality score

below 10 and reads in areas specified by ENCODE’s blacklist (version 3) for the hg19 assembly

[3, 9].

For the simulations, we apply Anscombe’s variance-stabilizing log transformation to the raw

counts since no normalization is necessary. In the analysis of H3K4me3, we normalize using edgeR’s

TMM normalization and 10,000 base pair wide background bins. We apply Anscombe’s variance-stabilizing

log transformation as discussed in the manuscript and Appendix B.2.1 to account for the normalization.

For all analyses, we then identify candidate regions using a target of 20, 000 ± 250 regions,

regardless of the direction of the DB effect in each region. We required candidate regions to contain

at least three windows minimum in all analyses. For the simulations with two samples in each

group, we perform the permutation test using all balanced permutations. For the simulations with

six samples in each group and for the analysis of H3K4me3, we perform the permutation test using
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five randomly selected balanced permutations. We calculate p-values for both the estimated DB

effects and the corresponding moderated t-statistics. We then calculate FDRs for the candidate

regions using the BH procedure [15].

B.2.3 Calculation of ROCCurves and FDRs for the Simulations

We slightly adjust the calculation of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and FDRs

compared to that done for the original simulation [54]. Instead of checking for any amount of

overlap between candidate regions and binding events, we require an overlap of 25 base pairs for a

candidate region to catch the corresponding binding site, whether it be DB or non-DB.

Additionally, for HM simulations, we count non-DB portions of larger DB events as non-DB

events themselves. As discussed in Section 2.2.1 and Appendix B.1.1, events in the HM simulations

contain three subintervals. However, in complex DB events, only one or two of these subintervals

will contain DB. Therefore, for every DB site, except for those where the first and third subintervals

are both DB, there is a portion of the complex DB event that is actually non-DB. The original

simulation only accounted for the DB subintervals of complex DB events in the calculation of ROC

curves. That is, a candidate region could only be rewarded for overlapping with a DB event, even if

it largely overlapped with the non-DB portion of that event as well. This approach rewards large and

imprecise candidate regions that overlap with DB subintervals, regardless of what else they include.

Instead, we record the portions of complex DB events that are non-DB and account for them

when calculating specificity for ROC curves. This rewards candidate regions with greater precision

on the base pair-level. This adjustment does not impact or penalize FDRs because we can only

count a single candidate region as a true positive or false positive, not both. Therefore, when calculating

observed FDRs, we take one minus the proportion of significant candidate regions that overlap with

a true DB event, regardless of whether it also overlaps with a non-DB event.

Similarly, when two subintervals are DB in a complex DB event, we count the DB subintervals
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separately when calculating sensitivity, instead of merging them. This ensures that candidate regions

are only rewarded as identifying two DB subintervals in the same event if they overlap sufficiently

with both subintervals. If these DB subintervals are merged, a candidate region only needs to capture

one in order to be marked as catching both. While the subintervals are part of the same event, they

reflect different randomly drawn counts and DB signals based on sampling variability. Therefore,

we consider it important to treat them as distinct since a pipeline could reasonably model them

separately or assign distinct p-values to each subinterval.

Lastly, we average the ROCs and observed FDRs over the five simulations for each experimental

setup. For ROCs, we average the sensitivity and specificity at each reported FDR threshold across

the simulations. When comparing how pipelines control FDRs, we average the observed FDR at

each reported FDR threshold across the simulations.
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